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MINUTES OF TUE PROtELDINGS

or THR

MEDICAL SOCIETY
OF THE

WILMINGTON, N. C, May 11, 1852.

The Medical Society of the State of North Carolixa,

according- to adjournment at its last meeting in the city of Raleigh,

convened to-day at 11 o'clock, in the Federal Court Room in this

town.

The President of the Society, Dr. James E. Williamson, of Cas-

well, being absent, and neither of the vice Presidents being pres-

ent, on motion of Dr. Will. Geo. Thomas, of Wilmmgton,Dr. Jas.

H. Dixon, of Wilmington, was elected Chairman, jjro Urn.

On taking the chair. Dr. Dixon returned his thanks in an

appropriate manner for the honor conferred on him.

The Secretary of the Society, Dr. E. B. Haywood, not being

present, on motion of Dr. J. S. Miller, Dr. S. S. Satchwell, of New
Hanover, was appointed Secretary, pro tern.

On the calling of the roll by the Secretary, the following mem-
bers were found present

:

Dr. Charles F. Dewey, of Wayne,
" Joel D. Battle, of do.

" James A. McRae, of Fayetteville,

" John L. Meares, of Wilmington,

" James F. McRee, Jr., of do.

" Will. Geo. Thomas, of do.

" S. S. Satchwell, of New Hanover.

A letter from the Corresponding and Recording Secretary, Dr.

E. B. Haywood, was read by the Secretary, signifying his inabil-

ity to be present, and stating that he had forwarded the books^

documents, &c-. of the Socictv. which were handed in.



The Chairman appointed Drs. J. L. Meares, Charles F. Dewey,

and Will. Geo. Thomas, a Committee to examine the Credentials

of the Delegates present, and also to report the names of those

present wishing- to become permanent members of tlie Society.

The Committee, by request, were allowed until to-morrow morn-

ing to make their report.

On motion, the Society adjourned to meet to-morrow morning

at 10 o'clock.

Wednesday. 10 o'clock, A. M., May 12tii, 1852.

The Societ}'' met according to adjournment.

In consequence of some informality in the appointment of the

Chairman at the previous meeting, on motion of Dr. James H.

Dixon, Dr. Edmund Strudwick, of Orange, who appeared this

morning and took his seat in the Society, was elected Chairman,

'pro tem.

The proceedings of the previous meeting were then read and

approved.

The Treasurer of the Society, Dr. J. J. W. Tucker, of Raleigh,'

being absent. Dr. Charles F. De\vey, of Wayne, was appointed

Treasurer,
J9/-0

tern.

The Committee on Credentials being called on, submitted the

following report, which was accepted.

To the Medical Society of the State of North Carolina :

The Committee appointed to examine the Credentials of Dele-

gates to this meeting of the Society, and to report the names of

those present wishing to become permanent members of the same,

report the following gentlemen as Delegates :

DELEGATES. RESIDENCE.

Dr. Henry Joyner, . , . HaUfax, N. C.

" W, L. Long, ... - do. do.

" J. S. Miller, - ... Wilmington, do.

" E. A. Anderson, - - - do. do.

" J. W. Hutchings, - - - Hertford, do.

" William H. Moore, - - - Orange, do.

'• S. S. Satchw^ell, - - - N. Hanover, do.

" S. S. Satchwell, (Proxy Med. So. of) Beaufort, do.

" Edmund Strudwick, - - Orange, do.

The Committee also propose the names of the following gen-

tlemen, as permanent members of ihc Society .



PERMAXEXT MEMBERS.
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To prepare and present business for the action of the Society :

—

Drs. Dixon, McRee, Jr., and Tull.

On motion of Dr. DuPre, it was
Resolved, That the duties of the nominating; Committee, appointed at this

meeting, or which may be appointed at any annual meeting of this Society

hereafter, shall be, to nominate the Officers, Orator and Honorary Members
of the Society, and the delegates to the American Medical Association.

The Secretary read a letter, which had just been received from

the President, Dr. James E. Wilhamson, stating that severe sick-

ness in his family prevented his attendance, and expressing his

deep and unabated interest in the welfiire of the Society, *and his

continued devotion to the great objects of medical reform and of

professional elevation, for which our Association v/as instituted.

The Secretary, at the same time, presented a folded Address

from the Orator, Dr. Walter A. Norwood, of Hillsboro', appointed

at the last annual meeting to deliver an address before this Socie-

ty
;
together with a communication from Dr. Norwood, regretting

that ill health prevented him from being present to deliver his ad-

dress.

According to the regulations of the Committee of Arrangements,

appointed at the last annual meeting, it was, on motion of Dr.

Meares.

Resolved, That the address of Dr. Norwood, be read by the Chairman, Dr.

Strudwick, at half past 8 o clock this evening, at the Masonic Hall, and that

public notice of the same be given.

The Committee appointed at a previous meeting of the Society,

to report on the propriety of establishing a Medical College in

North Carolina, were called on, and submitted the following re-

port, which, on motion of Dr. Meares, was adopted, and ordered

to be spread on the minutes :

Wilmington, N. C, May 12, 1852.

To the Medical SodcLy of the State of North Carolina :

The Committee appointed at your first annual meeting, to con-

sider, the propriety and expediency of establishing a Medical Col-

lege within the State of North Carolina, and to report a plan for

the same, beg leave respectfully to submit the following

REPORT.
At the time of the appointment of your Committee, they includ-

ed among their number one of the most distinguished members of

this Society. From his long experience, his practical sense and

eminent professional attninraentS; they had anticipated much aid



in the preparation of such a report as would have been worthy of

your serious consideration. Iveapcctiiig- the loss of his valuable

assistance in this particular labour, they cannot refrain from the

expression of their sense of that far greater loss which the Socie-

ty, the Profession, and the State at large, have sustained in the

death of Doctor Thos. N. Cameron, of Fayetteville.

After a full and fair consideration of all the circumstances con-

nected with the establishment of tlie proposed Medical College,

and its probable eflect upon the *• Profession," your Committee

have come to the conclusion that such an establishment within

the State at this time would be neither expedient nor desirable.

They know of no city within the State, of sufiicient population

to afibid the necessary material for the successful prosecution of

the study of anatomy. They believe that the Chairs of the dil^

ferent Professorships should be filled by the first and most distin-

guished Medical men of the State
;
and as the College would

have to be established without an endowment, and the number of

Students would probably be limited, they do not believe that suf-

ficient encouragement could be afforded to induce the proper kind

of men to abandon the extensive and profitable practice in which

ihey are generally engaged.

More than all this, your Committee believe it to be one of the

great objects of this Society to advance the Science of Medicine,

by elevating the standard of acquirements, which may be requir-

ed for its practice, and by sustaining and encouraging those who
may be disposed to pursue its study in a regular and scientific

manner. To do this, it is certainly no part of our policy to add

to the number of those Colleges which are dependant upon pa-

tronage, and who annually turn loose u{)on the public swarms of

graduates, many of whom are entirely ignorant of the first princi-

ples of Medicine, totally unfit for its practice, and possess no other

qualification than such as is found in the fact thai they have at-

tended two courses of lectures and possess the necessary amount

of money wherewith to purchase a Diploma.

No man ma.y be denominated a " (iuack " who has obtained a

regular Diploma from a regular Medical College, yet, your Com-

mittee are very much inclined to doubt whether the system of

Practice as pursued by many of the regular graduates does not,

in effect, amount to a sjrstem of Quackery. They have no hesi-
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tation in saying this much, that it, tends to l];ip enconragcmont ot

Charlatanism b}^ the debasement of the ren;ular Profession.

in view of all these facts, and others which will readily sug-

gest themselves to the minds of members, your Committee are

forced to believe that a few good, well-endowed, well-supported

Medical Colleges, independent of favor, will effect far more real

and substantial good for the science of Medicine than an illimita-

ble number of such as yonv Society have now the means of es-

tablishing.

A 11 of which is respectfullj^ submitted.

JAMES F. McREE, Jr., Chairma^i.

S. S. SATCHWELL.
The question of the Constitutional distinction between, and the

privileges of, delegafKis and permanent members of the Society,

was brought up by Dr. Thomas, which elicited an interesting dis-

cussion, in which Drs. Thomas, Meares, McRee, Jr., and Long,

participated.

On motion, the Society adjourned to meet at 4 o'clock, P. i\L

Wednesday, 4 o'clock, P. iM.

The Society met according to adjournment. The proceedings

of the last meeting were read and approved.

On motion of Dr. Satchwell, a report was called for from Del-

egates to the last meeting of the American Medical Association

:

Whereupon, Dr. James H. Dixon, one of the representatives of

this Society at the recent meeting of that body at Richmond, pre-

sented the following report, which was received and ordered to

be published with the proceedings of this Society :

[See Appendix A.]

Dr. James A. McRae, of Fayetteville, then arose and made the

following announcement to the Society :

Mr. President:— It becomes my painful duty to announce to

this Association the death of my late colleague. Dr. Thomas iN.

Cameron, of Cumberland county, N. C. You will recollect. Sir,

that Dr. Cameron was present, and an active and efficient/ mem-
ber of our first Convention, deeply interesting himself in carrying

out the high and important purposes which have associated us to-

gether. This Society, Sir, finds him no longer among the

living; antl. although I am not here to pronounro hi? eulogy, yeh



1 must be permiUed to sa}' that, in the death of my late colleagua

and friend, Dr. Cameron, this Association has lost one of its most

efficient members—the Medical profession one of its brightest or-

naments, and the State of North Carolina one of her most distin-

guished citizens.

After this melancholy announcement, Dr. J. H. Dixon arose

and said : »

Mr. President :—I cannot permit this subject to pass from un-

der the consideration of the Society, without taking occasion to

add my feeble tribute to the memory and character of the mem-

ber, whose death Has just been so feelingly and appropriately an-

nounced to the Society, by the delegate from Fayetteville. By
the death of our lamented associate, this Society has lost an active

and efficient mem.ber, and a highly useful officer.

Those of you, Mr. President, who are familiar with the history

of the North Carolina Medical Society, need not be told that Dr-

Cameran was one of its earliest and warmest friends and support-

ers, having been present at its formation and showing the deep

interest which he felt in its prosperity and usefulness, by a regu-

lar attendance at its meetings, and by taking an active part in its

proceedings.

A long, friendly and familiar personal intercourse with Dr.

Cameron, enables me to bear a most willmg testimony to the high

tone of his character, person-al and professional.

Having received a regular Medical education at the best school

m the country, and professing a calm and discriminating mind,

he was well fitted for the discharge of the arduous duties of our

profession
;
and the high estimation in which he was held in the

region of country in which he practised, offers the best possible

proof of his usefulness in that capacity.

His career, though perhaps not a very brilliant, was a highly

useful one. By his uniform courtesy and gentlemanly demean-

or, he had attached to himself a large circle of warm-hearted

friends, and no man in the profession commanded more univeisal-

ly the confidence of the public and of his fellow-members of the

profession. But, Sir, death has closed his earthly career—and I

doubt not that he met the final summons in the confident hope of

a happy immortality. Let us endeavor to emulate his virtues.

In testimony of our high regard for the memory and virtues of
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our deceased associate; I beg- leave to offer the following resolu-

tions:

Resolved, Tliat, tlic Medical Society of tlio State of North Carolina, has
heard, with deep sensibility and profound regret, of tlie death of our liighly

esteemed member, Dr. Thomas N. Cameron, of Fayetteville, one of the Vico

Presidents of the Society.

Resolved, That we sincerely condole with the surviving family and friends,

who have, by this dispensation of Providence, been deprived of their kind
protector and most alTectionato friend.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions bo transmitted by the Secreta-

ry to the family of our deceased associate.

The Chairman announced the desire of the Society to listen to

essays on Medical subjects. Dr. Swann stated he had been in-

formed that Dr. Satchwell had prepared a paper on Malaria,

which, at the request of the Society, Dr. Satchwell presented and

read.

After the reading of the essay, on motion of Dr. James F. Me-

Ree, Jr., it was
Resolved, That the thanks of the Society be returned to Dr. Satchwell for

the essay just read by him on Malaria, and that it be published with the

proceedings of the Society.

[See Apfendix B.]

Dr. J. H. Dixon then presented and read a paper on the To-

pography and Diseases which prevailed in the town of Wilming-

ton, N. C, during the decade embraced in the years 1841 and

1850. After w^hich, on motion of Dr. Satchwell, it was

Resolved, That the thanks of the Society be returned to Dr. Dickson for

the interesting paper just read, and that it be published with the proceed-

ings of the Society.

[See Appendix C]
The Committee on Constitutions and By-Laws of Auxiliary So-

cieties, made the following report, which was adopted.

To tJic Medical Society of the State of North Carolina :

The Committee on Constitutions and By-Laws of Auxiliary

Societies, respectfully report that they have examined the Consti-

tution and By-Laws of the New Hanover Medical Association,

and fmd the principles embraced therein to be in accordance with

those adopted by the State Medical Society.

D. DuPRE,
HENRY JOYNER, ^ Committee.

J. W. HUTCHINGS.
On motion, the Society adjourned to meet at Masonic Hall, at

half past 8 o'clock, to listen to the Address of Dr, Norwood,

s. ^
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Wednesday, S i "Z o'clock, P. M.

The Society mel at the Masonic Hall according to adjourn

inent.

In the presence of a large and intelligent audience of ladies and

gentlemen, the Chairman, Dr. E. Strudwick, read the Address of

Dr. Norwood.

The subject of the Address was Hygiene, and Legislative en-

actments to promote the health and protect the lives of the peo

pie. It was an interesting, practical, and forcible Address, and

highly creditable to the author.

The object of the meeting of the Society at the Masonic Hall

being accomplished, on motion of Dr. Swann,it adjourned to meet

at the Federal Court Room to-morrow, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

Thursday, 10 o'clock, A. M., May 13th, 1852.

The Society met according to adjournment. The minutes of

the last two meetings were read and approved.

On motion of Dr. John L. Meares, it was
Resolved, That this Society listened with no ordinary pleasure to the in-

teresting and instructive Address of Dr. Walter A. Norwood, which was read
for him before the Society last evening by Dr. Strudwick ;—that the thanks
of the Society are hereby tendered him for the same, and that it be pub-
lished with the proceedings of the Society.

[See Appendix D.]

The Committee on Fmance made the following report

:

To the Medical Society of tlie State of North Carolina :

The Committee on Finance beg leave to report that one hun-

dred and thirty dollars (8130 00) have been paid into the hands

of the Treasurer during the present session of the Society. To
meet the current expenses of the Society for the present year, the

Coirimittee recommend that an assessment of five dollars be made
on each Delegate present at this meeting of the Society ; and also,

that each permanent member of the Society, not elected at this

meeting, be assessed the same sum.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN SWANN,
J

A. D. MOORE, V Committee.

A. B. PIERCE. )
On motion of Dr. Joyner, a Committee of three, consisting of

Drs. Dickson, Thomas and Moarcs, were appointed to submit to

he next anuiuil :nccting an appropriate plan for raising funds to
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defray the expenses of the Society, and that will also present a

clear and satisfactory explanation of existing constitutional provi-

sions on the subject of Finance.

Drs. Thomas offered the following preamble and resolutions,

which were unanimously adopted :

Whereas, The objects of the Merlicai Society of the State of North Caro-
lina, cannot be effectually accomplished without a general and efficient co-
operation of the regular members of the profession throughout the State,
be it therefore

Resolved, That it is hereby earnestly recommended to the Physicians in

those Counties, in which Auxiliary Societies do not exist, that they tako
measures to organize themselves into such Societies before the next annual
meeting of this body; and that they, toiJ:ether with the County Societies al-

ready existing, be requested to send Delegates to the annual meeting of this

Society.

Be it furth'^r Resolved, That Physicians throughout the State in regular
standing, where Auxiliary Societies do or do not exist, be respectfully in-

vited to attend the Meeting of the State Society, and become permanent
members thereof.

And be it further Resolved, In order that the spirit of the above resolutions
may be the more effectualh' enforced upon the attention of the members of
the profession throughout the State, that a committee of five be ajipointed
to write an address tc them, to aror.se their interest in behalf of our efforts,

and persuade them to identify themselves with us.

To carry out the above resolutions, the Chairman appointed

Drs. Thomas, Satchwell, Dickson, Johnson and Tull, to consti-

tute said Committee.

Dr. E. A. Anderson, of Wilmington, on behalf of the New Han-

over Medical Association, presented an invitation to the Society

to participate with them in the pleasure of a steamboat excursion

to-morrow morning, which was accepted.

The Committee on Nominations made the following report

:

To the Medical Society of the State of North Carolina :

The Nominating Committee respectfully propose the names of

the following gentlemen, to fill the various offices—to-wit

:

For President

:

Dr. JAMES E. WILLIAMSON, of Caswell.

Vice Presidents :

Dr. WILLIAM G. HILL, of Raleigh.

*' JOHNSTON B.. JONES, of Chapel Hill

« JOHN G. B. MYERS, of Washington.

« N. J, PITTMAN, of Rocky Mount,

Corresponding and Recording Secretary

:

Dr WILLIAM W. HARRISS, of Wilmington
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Treasurer :

Dr. DANIEL DuPRE, of Wilmington.

Central Committee

:

Drs. JOHNSTON, IMcKEE and HILL, of Raleigh

;

Drs. HARRISS and DuPRE, of Wilmington.

Delegates to the National Medical Association :

Dr. S. S. SATCHWELL, of New Hanover.
" J. W. HUTCHINGs', of Hereford.

« WILLIAM H. McKEE, of Raleigh.

' JOHN-L. MEARES, of Wilmington.

" RICH'D B. HAYW^OOD, of Raleigh.

" CHAS. F. DEWEY, of Goldsboro'.

" HENRY JOYNER, of Halifax.

'• ROBERT GIBBON, of Charlotte.

Orator.

Dr. JAMES H. DIXON, of Wilmington.

Honorary Members :

Dr. JOSEPH TOGNO, of Wilmington.

" JOHN T. BOYD, of New Hanover.

In the selection of Delegates to represent this Society in the

American Medical -Association, jour Committee have selected

such gentlemen as they suppose will be most likely to attend
;

and they hope and believe, that a large majority, at least, will

take great pleasure in executing the duties of the appointment;

and, with a view to secure a full representation in the next meet-

ing of the American Medical Association, the Committee beg

leave to offer the following Resolution :

Resoived, That the Deleo:ates to the American Medical Association be au-
thorized, should circumstances render it itnpo.ssible for them to attend its

meetings, to appoint a Pro.x}- in their stead; said Proxy to be selected out of
the regular members of the State Society.

J. GRAHA.M TULL, )
JAMES A. McRAE, } Committee.

WILL. GEO. THOMAS. )

On motion of Dr. S.S. Satchwell, Dr. James F. McRee, Jr., of

Wilmington was added to the delegation to the American Medi-

cal Association
; and, on motion of Dr. John L. Meares, the Nom-

inating Committee were also added to the list.

Dr James A. McRae, q^ Faretteville. exhibited to the Society
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CL beautiful specimen of Adipocerc, for which the ihauks ol the
iSocicty were returned him, with a request that he would furnish

a history of the same, to be read at the next annual meeting.

The following gentlemen were appointed a Committee of Ar-

rangements for the next annual meeting of the Society, to be held

in the town of Fayetteville, in May next—to-wit

:

Drs. James A. McRac, B. Robinson, Sr., B. Robinson, Jr., J. T
Gilliam, William Mallett, H. McSwain and T. Haigh.

Drs. Satchwell, Thomas, McRee, Jr., and Swann, were appoint-

ed a publishing committee
;
and, on motion of Dr. Satchwell, Dr.

Charles F. Dewey was added to the Committee.

On motion, the Society adjourned until 3 o'clock, P. M.

Tiivr.SDAY, 3 o'clock, P. M.

The Society met according to adjournment.

On motion of Dr. Dixon, the reading of the minutes of last meet-

ing was dispensed with.

Dr. Joseph Togno, who had, at a previous meeting, been elect-

ed an honorary member, was present, and on the fact being an-

nounced to him by the Chairman, he arose and returned his ac-

knowledgements to the Society for the honor conferred on him.

He alluded to his former connection with, and present interest in,

our noble profession in a feeling manner
; and in very appropriate

and enthusiastic words commended our exertions on behalf of

medical science, the honor of the profession, and the welfare of

our fellow-men.

Dr. Thomas said he was unwilhng that the Society should ad-

journ without giving expression, in some form, to the feelings of

sympathy which, he had no doubt, moved the hearts of all present

for our absent President, vv^ho was prevented from mingling with

us by serious illness in his family, and offered the following reso-

lution.

Resolved, That \vc sympathize with our President, Dr. James E. William-
son, in the severe illness of two members of his Tamil}', and rci^ret that such
an afllictive event has deprived him of the pleasure, and us of his wise coun-
sel and agreeable manners, in our deliberations.

Dr. Dixon moved that the third Tuesday in May next, at \

o'clock, be the time for the next annual meeting of the Society

,

which was adopted. ,

Oil motion of I'^r PuPrc, it was
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fifsolved, That a Conimittoc of five be appointed to memorialize the Le-
gislature of the State of North Carolina at its next Session, to establish a
law requiring the registration of births and deaths throughout the State.

The Chairman ajjpointed Charles E. Johnson, William H.

McKee and Wilham G. Hill, of Raleigh, Walter A Norwood, of

Hillsborough, and Will. Geo. Thomas, of Wilmington, said Com-
mittee.

On motion of Dr. James F. McRee, Jr., Dr. J. H. Hill, of New
Hanover, was elected an honorary member of the Society.

On motion of Dr. Hadley, the thanks of the Society were ten-

dered to the New Hanover Medical Association, for their warm
hospitalities and polite civilties shown its members during its ses-

sion in Wilmington.

On motion of Dr. Meares, the thanks of the Society were re-

turned to the Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, for the prompt

and efficient discharge of the duties of their respective offices.

The proceedings of all the previous meetings were then read

and approved.

On motion of Dr. DuPre, the Society adjourned to meet in the

Town of Fayetteville, on the third Tuesday in May next, at 4

o'clock, P. M.

EDMUND STRUDWICK, M. D., CA'mV, pro im.

S. S. SATCHVVELL, M. D., SecrciarVj pro. tern.
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OF THE

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NO. CAROLINA,

AS ADOPTED MAY 17, 1849,

AND AS AMENDED AT ITS FIRST ANi\UAL MEETING, APRIL 4, lUt

ARTICLE 1.

Title of the Society.

The name and title of this Society shall be ^' The Medical So-

cietj of the State of North Carolina."

ARTICLE II.

The Objects of the Society.

The objects of this Society shall be the advancement of Medi-

cal knowledge, the elevation of professional character, and the

promotion of all measures of a professional nature that are adapt=

ed to the relief of suffering humanity, and to improve the health

and protect the lives of the community.

ARTICLE III.

Members of tlie Society.

Sec. 1. This Society shall consist of Permanent Members, Del-

egates, Associates, and Honorary Members.

Sec. 2. The Permanent Members shall consist of such regular

Physicians as shall be admitted on motion of a Member : Provid-

ed, he receives two-thirds of the votes present ; and the Members

thus admitted shall be entitled to all the privileges of the Society-

He must first sign the Constitution and By-Laws, and pay the

assessment.

Sec. 3. The Delegates shall receive their appointment from the

County Societies, and from the Counties that have no Societies a

Delegate may be appointed by the Profession of the County

:

Provided, they have as many as two regular Practitioners within

the County.

Sec. 4. Every Delegate, before admission to a seat in the So-

ciet}', shall produce a certificate of delegation, signed by the Pres-



ident or Secretary of the County Society or Association, and shall

sign the Constitution and pay .the assessment.

Sec. 5. Each Delegate shall hold his appointment for one year,

or until another is appointed to succeed him.

Sec. 6. Every member of a County Society shall be an Asso-

ciate Member of the State Medical Society.

Sec. 7. An Associate Member shall be entitled to all the privi>

leges of attending upon the deliberations of the Society, and take

part in its discussions, but shall not be allowed to vote, nor shall

he be eligible to office.

ARTICLE IV.

Of the Officers.

Sec. 1 . The officers of this Society shall be a President, four

Vice Presidents, a Corresponding and Recording Secretary, and

a Treasurer.

Sec. 2. Each officer shall be elected by vote, viva voce, and shall

serve for one year, or until another is elected to succeed him.

Sec. 3. None but Permanent Members and Delegates shall be

eligible to the office of President, Vice President, Secretary or

Treasurer.

ARTICLE V.

Duties of the Officers.

Sec. 1. The President shall preside at the meetings, preserve

order, and perform such other duties as custom and parliamenta-

ry usage rnay require. He may be eligible for two terms in suc=

cession.

Sec 2. The Vice Presidents, when called upon, shall assist the

President in the performance of his duties, and during the absence,

and at the request of the President, one of them shall officiate in

his place. They shall be eligible for two terms in succession.

Sec 3. The Corresponding and RecordingSecretary shall con-

duct the correspondence, and perform such other duties as usual-

ly appertain to that office
;
and shall keep correct minutes of the

proceedings of the Society, and shall fairly transcribe the same,

when approved, in a book, to be kept for the purpose. He shall

have charge of all papers belonging to the Society, other than

those appertaining to the Treasurer ; and shall give due notice of

the annual meetings
;
and shall receive such compensation as the

Society may from year to year determine.
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Sec. 4. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys belong'ing to the

Society, and disburse them as directed, preserving- vouchers for

the same. He shall annually present a statement of the finances

of the Social}'', which shall be referred to a comraitlee of three

Delegates, to be audited.

ARTICLE VI.

Of the County Socwties.

Sec. 1. The members of the Profession in any County of this

State, who form themselves into a County Society, may become

auxiliary to this Society : Provided^ That all the regular Practi-

tioners in the County have been invited to unite in its organiza-

tion, and provided, that the constitution and laws of such Society

do not contravene those of the State Society.

Sec. 2. No one shall be admitted as a member of th-s County

Society, unless he is either a graduate in Medicine of some re-

spectable Medical School, or has been a Practitioner for at least

five years
;
and who, moreover, is in good moral and professional

standing in the place where he resides, and is a regular Practi-

tioner.

Sec 3. Any Phj'sician who shall procure a patent for a reme-

dy, or instrument of surgery, or who shall hereafter give a certifi-

cate in favor of a patent remedy, or instrument, shall be deemed

disqualified from becoming a member of a County Society.

Sec. 4. As soon as the County Society is organized, the Secre-

tary thereof shall transmit to the Corresponding and Recording

Secretary one copy of the Constitution and By-Laws, with the

names of their officers and members. The Society shall be au-

thorized to elect one Delegate to the State Society for every five

of its members.

Sec. 5. Every County Society shall enforce the observance by

its members of the Code of Ethics adopted by the State Society,

and they shall be authorized to censure or expel any member
convicted of violating its provisions.

Sec. 6, A member of the County Society who is censured or

expelled, shall have a right to appeal to the State Societ3^

Sec 7. A member who is expelled, shall be debarred from the

rights of consultation, or the privileges of Professional intercourse

with a.ny member of the State Society.

Skc. 8. The County Societies sliall rpport annually to ihe State



kiociety a list of their officers and members, any new rules which
Ihey may adopt, and such other matters as they may deem inter-

esting.

Sec. 9. The County Societies shall hold at least two meetings

in each year.

Sec. 10. If any County Medical Society shall neglect to pcr-

ibrm all such acts as may be required to be done by the laws of

the State Society, or shall be guilty of conduct derogatory to the

honor of the Medical Profession, or shall oppose or neglect to com-
ply with the laws of the State Society, such County Society shall

during such delinquency, have their privileges, as a portion of the

State Society suspended, and their Delegates shall not be entitled

to a seat in the State Society.

ARTICLE VII.

Meetings of the Societ//.

The Society shall hold an Annual Meeting. The lime and
place of meeting shall be determined, for each succeeding year,

by a vote of the Society.

ARTICLE VIII.

Ofthe Funds.

Funds for defraying the current expenses of the Society shall

be raised by an assessment on the Permanent members and Dele-

gates, to be made at each Annual Meeting.

ARTICLE IX.

Code of Ethics.

This Society adopts, as a part of its regulations, that part of the

Code of Ethics of the American Medical x^ssociation, which it

has published by its order,

ARTICLE X.

Fro visions for Avieiidimnts.

Every proposal for altermg or amending this Constitution shall

be made m writing
,
and if such alteration or amendment receives

the unanimous vote of the members present, it shall be adopted
;

but, if objections be made, the alteration or amendment shall lie

over until the next Annual Meeting, when, if it leceives the vote

of two'thirds of the i-oter^^ preceni, it shall be adopted.



BY LAWS.

ARTICLE I.

OF THE ORDER OF BUSINESS.

1. The President, or in his absence, the senior Vice President,

shall call the Society to order ; or in case of the absence of all

these officers, a Chairman shall be appointed ^r<? tern, for the purpose-

2. The appointment of a Committee to examine the creden-

tials of Delegates.

3. The report of the above named Committee.

4. Calling the Roll.

5. Resolutions introducing new business.

6. Reading the minutes.

7. Any business which requires early consideration, may, by

permission, be introduced.

8. Reports from the County Societies,

9. The Correspondence shall be read by the Corresponding

Secretary.

10. Written communications on Medical subjects may be read

and discussed.

11. Oral communications may be made and discussed.

12. Electing Officers.

13. The selection of a place for the next Meeting of the So-

ciety.

14. Unfinished and miscellaneous business.

ARTICLE II.

The Permanent Members shall pay a fee of five dollars on be-

ing admitted as members of this Society.
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APPENDIX,
A.

DR. DICKSON'S REMARKS ON THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Having been honored by the Medical Society of the State of

North Carohna with the appointment of Delegate to the Ameri-

can Medical Association, which met in the City of Richmond,

Va., in May of the present year, I repaired to that place according-

ly, and was enrolled among its members.

The Association met, according to previous arrangement, on

Tuesdaj'-, the 4th day of the present month—Dr. Moultrie, of

Charleston, in the Chair. An Address of welcome was read by

Dr. Beale in behalf of the Physicians of Richmond, which was

followed by a report of the Committee on the Credentials of Del-

egates, by which it appeared that 25 States were represented by,

I think, 275 delegates.

A Committee on Nominations was then formed, by each dele-

gation selecting one from among themselves as a member. 1 had

the honor of being selected and of serving on that Committee, and

as the transactions of its business frequently made it necessary for

it to hold its sessions during the sessions of the Association, I shall

be unable to render a connected account of the transactions of the

latter. This circumstance will, I hope, be considered as in some

degree apologetic for the disjointed and imperfect report which I

have to present.

The Committee on Nominations reported for President of the

Association, Dr. Beverly Welford, of Fredericksburg, Va.
; for

Vice Presidents : Jonathan Knight of Connecticut, James W.
Thompson, of Delaware, Thomas T. Simons, of South Carolina,

and Charles A. Pope of Missouri ; for Secretaries: Dr. Gooch of

Virginia, and George Beadle of New York.

As soon as their report was made. Dr. Moultrie, the President

of the last Association, delivered the Annual Address.

On motion of Dr. Ailee, of Pennsylvania, it was Resolved, That

the ofRceis nominated bv the Committee are hereby elected the
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officers of the Association for the ensuing year, and that the Com,
mittee be requested to nominate successors, and to decide on the

next place of meeting as early as practicable. That a Committee

be appointed to inform Dr. Welford of his election as President,

and to conduct him to the Chair.

Dr. Welford having taken the Chair, returned thanks for the

honor conferred on him.

Dr. Hays, of Pennsylvania, offered the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the Report of the Committee on Publication and on Prize
Essays, be made the special order for the afternoon session.

Dr. Daniel Drake, of Cincinnati, offered a resolution requiring

all reports and papers on scientific subjects presented to the Asso-

ciation, to be referred to a select Committee for analysis and ex-

amination, before pubhcation, which was laid on the table.

Afternoon Session.

Dr. Paul F. Eve, from the Committee on nominations, reported

that the Committee had resolved that St. Louis be designated as

the place for the next meeting of the Association : and that Drs.

Gooch, of Va., and John S. Moore, of Missouri be nominated for

Secretaries.

This Report was laid on the table.

The Report of the Committee on Publication, and that of Treas-

urer, Dr. Hays, were read and accepted.

Dr. Hayward presented the Report of the Committee on Prize

Essays. The prize was awarded to an essay On Variations of

Pitch in Percussion and Respiratory Sounds and their Application

to Physical Diagnosis.

The seal of the packet containing the name of the author

having been broken, disclosed the name of Dr. Austin Flint, of

Buffalo, N. Y., to whom the prize was accordingly awarded.

Dr. Drake called up his resolutions presented at the morning

session, which, after an animated discussion between the mover

and Dr. Lopez, of Alabama, were indefinitely postponed.

Wednesday Morning.
Dr. Pinkney, of the U. S. Navy, presented and read a memo-

rial which he had prepared for Congress, on the subject of Assim-

ilated Rank in the Navy : and followed it by an animated ad-

dress. The object of the memorial, is to elevate the Medical and

Surgical staff of the Navy, to the same comparative rank with

that of the Army. 4
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The memorial was referred to a Committee,

Dr. Simons, of S. C, offered the following resolution:

Rt'sohvJ, That the Association memorialize Congress, to require all vessols

carrying steerage passengers on the seas, to have a Surgeon on board.

Dr. Watson, of N. Y., offered the following resolution

:

Resolved, That the K.eport of the Nominating Committee, now on the table,

be referred back to said Committee, with instructions to report complete on
the Standing Committees,

That the invitation from the New York delegation, for the

meeting of the Association in the city of New York, in May,

1853, be accepted.

These resolutions of Dr. Watson were adopted.

The Report of Dr. Adams of Waltham, Mass., on the action

of Water on Lead Pipes and the Diseases resulting from it, was

presented by Dr. Hayward, of Boston, and referred to the Com-

mittee on Publication.

Afternoon Session.

Dr. Drake, of Cincinnati, offered the following resolution :

Resolved, That all papers and reports on scientific subjects, shall be read

to the Association, before the question of their publication shall be decided.

This resolution was not adopted.

The Committee on Nominations recommended for Secretaries

for the ensuing year, Dr. P. Claiborne Gooch of Virginia, and Dr.

Edward L. Beadle of New York.

Dr. Dickson, of Charleston, S. C, appointed by the last associa-

tion to prepare a paper on the Blending and conversion of the types

of Fever ^
presented his paper by the hands of one of the Charles-

ton delegation ;—a part of it was read, and, on motion, the read-

ing of the remainder was dispensed with, and the paper was re-

ferred to the Committee on Publication. If we are justified in

forming an opinion of the merits of this production on the basis

of the old maxim, Ex pede Hcrculem^ we may safely assert that

it will not detract from the estabhshed reputation of its disting-

uished author, as a classical writer and accomplished physician.

Thursday Morning.

Dr. Watson, of New York, offered the following resolution :

Resolved, That members, having scientific questions to propose, as part of
the business of the ensuing year, be requested to submit them in writing to

the Nominating Committee, and that said Committee be requested to report
on the nominations of the Special Scientific Committees.

The thanks of the Association were tendered to Dr. Isaac Hays,

for his services as Treasurer of the Association, and that gentle-
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man was at his own request excused from further service in that

capacity.

Dr. Simons, of South Carohna, called up his resolutions on
the subject of memoriahzing Congress to require Emigrant Ships

to employ Surgeons, which were adopted by the Association,

On motion of Dr. Condie, of Pennsylvania, it was
Resolved, That a Committee of five be appointed to examine and report on

the Communication of Dr. Drake on the relations between Climate and Pul-
monary Consumption.

A considerable part of the Morning Session was occupied in

discussing the report of a Committee appointed to consider the

various propositions which had been made to amend the Consti-

tution of the Association. The report made by Dr. Stewart, of

New York, Chairman of the Committee, was, on motion of Dr.

Hays, referred to the Committee on Publication.

Dr. Frost, of South Carolina, offered some remarks on- the sub-

ject of Medical Education, going to show a decided improvement

in that respect generally, and especially in South Carolina.

Afternoon Session.

A Report was received from the Nominating Committee re-

commending suitable persons to constitute Committees on Medi-

cal Literature
J
and on Medical Education^ which were received and

adopted.

The proposed amendments to the Constitution were read, and,

after undergoing considerable discussion, were laid on the table

as proposed amendments to the Constitution.

Dr. Jackson, of Pennsylvania, read a report from the Commit-
tee appointed to consider the subject of memorializing Congress

on the subject of assimilated rank in the Navy, which was re-

ceived and adopted, and a copy of it directed to be sent to the

presiding officers of both Houses of Congress, and to the Secreta-

ry of the Navy.

Dr. W. Hooker, of Connecticut, read the report of the Connnit-

tee appointed at the last meeting on the Epidemics of New Eng-
land, and Dr. Pope, of Missouri, read a report from the Commit-
tee on the subject of the Uses of Water in Surgery, which were
referred to the Committee on Publication.

Friday.

The Committee on Nominations submitted a list of Chairmen
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of Special Committees with the subjects committed to them, which

was accepted and confirmed.

Reports were received and referred to the Committee on Pub-

hcation from—Dr. Porcher of South Carohna, On the Toxicologi-

cal and Medicinal properties of our Crjplogamic Plants ;
Dr. At-

lee of Pennsylvania, On the Epidemics of New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Delaware and Maryland
;
Dr. Doling of Alabama, On the

Epidemics of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama

;

Dr. Barton of Louisiana, On the Epidemics of Mississippi, Lou-

isiana, Texas and Arkansas.

The report of the Committee on Amendments to the Constitu-

tion was again taken up, and discussed.

A Scientific paper was received from Dr. Drake, of Cincinnati,

on the Eliology of Tuberculosis in place of a report on Milk Sick-

ness, which be had been appointed to prepare, and failed to do

for satisfactory reasons assigned by him.

A vote of thanks was tendered to the presiding officer, Dr. Wel-

ford, of Virginia., for the satisfactory manner in which he had

presided over the deliberations of the Association, and to Dr. De
Saussure, of Charleston, for his services as Secretary.

Votes of thanks were also tendered to the Medical faculty of

the City of Richmond, for their cordial and elegant hospitalitj^,

and to the Trustees of the United Presbyterian Church, for the

use of their Church and Lecture Room.

On motion of Dr. Atlee, of Pennsylvania, a Committee was ap,

pointed to procure a suitable block of marble or other material, to

be presented to the Washington Monument Association in the

name of the American Medical Association.

On Motion of Dr. Pope, of Missouri, the Association adjourned

to meet again in May next, in the City of New York.
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4DDRESS OF DR. S. S. SATCHWELL, OiN MALARIA.

Mr, President and Gentlemen of the N. C. Medical Society

:

The Science of Medicine is speculative and progressive. In

this age of progress, when discoveries in physical science have

given a new impulse to the human intellect, Medical Science lags

not behind in its improvements. That noble Medical fabric, be-

gun by a Sydenham, a Boerhaave, a CuUen, and other immortal

fathers in Medicine, was left to their successors to ealarge and

improve, by the discovery and application of those facts and prin-

ciples necessary to its completion. The duty imposed has not

been unheeded—the work has gone faithfully on ;—every year

adds rich materials to the beauty and strength of the structure
;

every day does experiment and experience contribute to the im-

perishable edifice. And while American genius and enterprise is

doing so much to improve the arts—to advance education, and

benevolence, and religion, and to develope the principles of civil

government—every intelligent American physician can rejoice

with a glow of patriotic pride and pleasure, that in her contribu-

tions to the common stock of Medical knowledge—in the great ca-

reer of Medical progress—our own country stands gloriously pre-

eminent and distinguished. But, while her brilhant achievements

in the broad field of Medical Science, causes the fires of patriotism

to burn more brightly in the bosoms of Americans ; and while the

boasted improvements and progress in Medicine afford a fit sub-

ject of congratulation and rejoicing to ewQiy Medical gentleman

who loves his proiession, let us not forget the labors of the past

nor fail to remember with becoming gratitude the early fathers in

Medicine.

Amid all the lights which Medical discoveries and investiga-

tions are shedding around, to direct and illumine the pathway of

the practitioner—and amid all our efforts to reform, improve and

elevate the profession, let us perfume their me.Dory with all due

praise and honor, and place a just appreciation upon the wisdom
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and experience handed down by them. Many of them were an

able as their successors to the present time. Doctrines correctly

laid down by them are loo often forgotten by modern theorists.

—

Old books, containing invaluable truths and correct principles,

are too often thrown aside as obsolete to swell the worthless rub-

bish of the past, to give place to others, too often having no other

charm to recommend them than novelty, false puffs, and rhetori-

cal display. And in the rage for novelty and ultraisms, which

distinguish the present times, it may be well to recur occasional-

ly in our own profession, (as well as in other pursuits,) to some of

these early principles. It is true, that just deductions from accu-

mulated facts are fast removing much .of the rubbish that has im-

peded the progress of our own and other sciei^ces,—it is true that

truth is pulling down old errors from high places—but let us not

forget that there was some truth in old times as well as in mo-

dern days. Let us remember that with all the advantages we
enjoy from an increase of knowledge, there is an extraordinary

spirit of radicalism in the land, which, turning its back on the

wisdom and labors of the past, seeks to override all that is con-

servative in science, in morals, in government, and in rehgion.

—

In all the relations of life, and in all pursuits and professions, ul-

traisms and heresies seem to be more than ordinarily active in

their onslaughts upon sober reason atid simple truth. It is much

easier to pull down than to build up ; much easier to carp at ex-

isting customs, and to denounce current and well established doc-

trines as dogmas, than to substitute other and better ones ;
and

many of these innovations upon truth and orthodox faith, often do

much mischief before their deformities can be exposed. Such is

the attractiveness novelty always gives to every new subject

sprung upon the popular ear. Distinguished as the present age

is, by reforms upon reforms, multiplying in all the sciences and

walks of life, teeming as every institution is, with " change," too

often deluding its votaries with the disguise of reform, it may be

well to recur now and then to the past, and examine the claims

of old established doctrines and theories.

The causes of disease and their modus operandi upon the human
system are yet, as they have alwaj's been, clouded in difficulties

and uncertainties. The advance of Medical science—especially

the improvements in Physiology, Pathology, aiid Medical Ghem-
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istry—have in some considerable degree removed this obscurity,

but its mists still lower thick around. These causes have ever

afforded a prolific field of argument and controversy in the pro-

fession. They have drawn from Medical men speculations and

conclusions as various and numerous almost as the varied and

diversified shades and differences of human life and human char-

acter. And notwithstanding all our admitted progress, it is ques-

tioned in high quarters, whether, in this particular feature of the

profession, we are much wiser, if any, than our fathers. Without

any disposition to undervalue the labours of modern observers and

experimentalists in relation to the etiolog}' of disease, may it not

in all propriety be asked what do we really and absolutely know
after all about the causes of disease ? How many diseases have

ever had their causes unequivocally and mathematically demon-

strated 1 What complaint has had its cause laid open beyond

all doubt and cavil to the knowledge and senses of man ? Even
when belief as to the etiology of disease may seem every way
rational, and has fixed its firmest convictions upon the mind, who
can say that some hidden and unthought of source of causation

has not done the work instead of our own assigned reasons for it %

We know the specific effects of ipecac on the stomach and of al-

oes on the rectum, but we are as ignorant of the cause of each

acting so differently on the same canal, as we are of the nature

of some complaints peculiar to each. But we must not cease ta

investigate the effects^ and thus, as far as can be, to htfer the cause.

The inductive system of Bacon, the founder of modern progress,

has been of inestimable service to Medicine, and to science and

philosophy in general. It has turned men in early times from

blind devotion to systems, "more destructive," in the language of

Bolingbroke, " to truth and real learning than the ravages of the

Goths and Vandals ;" and it was not until medical men emanci-

pated themselves from their vassalage to false systems, that sub-

stituted captious disputations for the deductions of reason and ex-

perience, that Medicine was elevated from its ancient degrada-

tion to its wonted usefulness and dignity. But Medical Science

still continues to maintain in a great degree its speculative char-

acter. Our progress in the causation and phenomena of disease

is not sufficient to have it otherwise. With all our allegiance to

the acknowledged sj^stem of inductive reasoning in Medicine, we
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cannot yet i3ay positively that a specific cause, if followed by a

specific effect to-day, will, if in operation to-morrow, produce a

like result. Mathematical certainty belongs not to Medicine.—

No system of human reasoning can make it so.

Its very uncertainty adds continual interest to the science, and

points the difference between the skillful practitioner and the

boasting .empiric, In many respects, like other physical sciences

and phenomena around us, it requires a superior power to man to

enable us to know the causes of her labarynthian ways. Their

nature lies beyond the depths of man's philosophy. Man, aided

alone by human inteUigence, gropes in darkness at best. An

All-wise^ Creator has given us the capacity of speculating upon

the causes of effects and of phenomena occurring around us, but

the real and absolute knowledge of the causes themselves lie too

deeply fathomed in His own bosom for man to reach.

'' There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of la your philosophy."

With these few general remarks we proceed to the subject of

our discourse : we mean MALARIA. It has ever presented an

extensive field of research and speculation. We have not the. pre-

sumption to suppose that we have the experience or the abihty to

add anything of interest to a theme so hackneyed, or that our ob-

servations will have any influence, any farther than the reason-

ing and argument which they legitimately convey. Few subjects

in medicine have received more attention, or have been more fre-

quently and ably discussed and investigated. Discussion has as-

sumed a wnde range, and the subject appears inexhaustible. Its

importance is universally acknowledged, and in our own South-

ern country, is paramount. Intermittent and Remittent fevers

make up a large part of the practice of Southern Physicians.—

Much of the practice of the members of this Society consists of

the so-called Malarious fevers. And as the consideration of the

nature and causes of disease peculiar to our several localities is

one of the purposes for which our Association has been formed,

we trust that no excuse or apology is needed from us for ventur-

ing to lay before you what we now propose to say on the origin of

these fevers. If it serves no other good, it may stimulate in some

degree some of the veterans in the profession, whom we have

now the honor of addressing, to give us some of the rich treasures
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If such a good should follow—if it but answers to call forth the

views of these ornaments of the profession, and objects of the

pride and veneration of us all, those more youthful ones of us

who are following- humbly behind, will consider ourselves fortu-

nate, and we shall be abundantly rewarded for the undertakino*.

The question as to the cause of periodical diseases, has assum-
ed a new interest in our State on account of the high and novel

ground taken by Dr. Charles E. Johnson, of Raleigh, in his

Address before this Society in May last. It has awakened
the medical mind of the State to an unusual degree upon the con-

sideration of this mooted and extensive subject. It is well that

it is so
;
for it is by investigation and discussion—it is by inter-

change of views and clashing of opinions, which antagonistic

views and theories occasion, that truth is often elicited, and cor-

rect principles understood and established. We do not agree
with the views set forth in the Address of Dr. Johnson, as to the

Miasmatic origin of disease. VVc believe m the truth of the cur-

rent theory, that heat, moisture, and vegetable decomposition are

capable of generating a specific poison that is competent to the pro-

duction of Malarious fevers, or autumnal fevers, or bilious remit-

tent and intermittent fevers, as they are sometimes called. This
is the doctrine of the day, the theory on which the profession ha??

rested for more than one hundred years. Dr. Johnson believes

the theory is an error, and labors to subvert it. We are its hum-
ble advocate in this Address, and shall oppose the views, argu-

ments, and conclusions of Dr. Johnson.

As to the novel grounds taken by him, we would observe that

boldness of thought wins our admiration. It is refreshing at all

times to meet with able and original views on any topic, even
though they fail to gain our assent. That '•' Divinity that shapes
our ends," never designed that his creatures who have reason and
judgment sufficient to direct them aright, should follow along
" like dumb driven cattle " in the wake of others. He who takes
a stand for independence of thought, and draws conclusions by
the light of his own reason, and then treads in the path of his

own views of duty and of truth, is the man to be admired and
trusted. And in this boasted land of independence and of free-

dom of thought, when we daily see on all sides, and in every

5
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pathway of life so much vassalage of opinion and servility of

mind, that is more disreputable and degrading than the mostser-

I'ile forms of Egyptian bondage^ and of bodily servitude
;

it is al-

ways gratifying and interesting to meet with those who think for

themselves, and can ably maintain novel ideas and original views

Though we differ then widely from Dr. Johnson in his views and

conclusions respecting the Malarious origin of disease, we never-

theless heard his Address with gratification and have since read

it with increased pleasure and interest. Though we believe his

negative views and arguments are founded in error, still we re-

gard his Address as ingeniously and strongly put together. It is

an able effort—indicates much research—and is an honor to its

author.

As a North Carolina effort, its merits should be held up. What-

ever it contributes to the Medical science and literature of the

State we claim the privilege of coming in as an humble sharer

with you all in the feelings of satisfaction and pride which the

production occasions. The Medical Profession in North Caroli-

na does not occupy that position at home or abroad which it

should. The talents and skill of its members are not properly

appreciated. The fact that we have as fine surgeons and as skill-

ful physicians adorning the Medical Profession of our State as

most other States, is not properly valued nor sufficiently known.

This is owing in some degree to the fact that we have no medi-

cal journals at home, to stimulate our physicians to record the

rich treasures of their observation and experience for the common
good ;

and to the fact, that we have no Medical Colleges and

Cliniques to attract the public gaze, and to draw their crowds of

applauding students. But for these facts, the profession in our

State would stand higher abroad—be more correctly appreciated

at home, and the reputation of our Medical men would not, as it

now so generally does, " waste its sweetness on the desert air."

—

But there are scores of other valuable Medical Journals without

the limits of the State, and their pages are always open for con-

tributions. Let our physicians and surgeons, arouse from their

slumbers and record their experience and report their interesting

cases, through the Medical Journals of the day, and thus enhance

the Medical reputation of the State. In so doing they will dis-

charge a duty incumbent on every devoted worshipper at the shrine
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of /Esculapius. That rigid spirit of utilitarianism, characteristic

of all pursuits in this country, exerts an unwholesome influence on

the profession in North Carolina. It calls us too soon to the active

arena of life—robs us of many of its sweetest enjoyments and

most lasting pleasures, and influences us to the neglect of duties

which we all owe to a humane and noble profession. A mere

knowledge of the practical branches, of that which is immediate-

ly useful, will never make an accomplished physician, nor give

our science that position which its ardent votaries are now aim-

ing to give it. We must bring to its practice that love of experi-

mental knowledge, that devotion to pathology, that fondness of

the collateral sciences, that spirit of original thought and investi-

gation, which the progress of the times demands, and then com-

municate through appropriate public channels the results of our

observation and experience, if we really love our profession, and

desire to add to its usefulness and dignity. If much of that spir-

it of money-making, which it is to be feared too much absorbs

the attention of the profession in our State, could be transformed

into professional zeal and pride, it would be better for our science,

and tend vastly more to that Medical improvement and reform

sought for by these Medical Societies. The small attendance on

our annual meetings is an evidence of this, A large number can-

not leave their homes and make a small sacrifice of time and

money at the shrine of Medical Science, merely because their

absence may prevent them from making a few dollars. Away
with this cold, contracted spirit of over-covetousness. The

love of money exerts a talismanic influence over mankind as

is universally seen ;
it is the " open sesame. " of the heart's door

in reference to a vast majority of men ; but surely with such a

calling as ours—one that is so intimately interwoven with the

march of intellect, and with the finest sentiments and noblest af-

fections of the human heart—we ought not to allow this sordid

passion for gold to take possession of us, and to swallow up that

love of science and feeling of devotion and honor for the profes-

sion, which we all should cherish, and which has ever marked the

faithful worshippers at the Temple of Medical Science. Let a

more liberal acknowledgement be made of the claims; which our

protession ha^; upon us—let us guard with a more jealous care its

honor and interests, and cherish with a higher regard the talents,
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and virtues, and eftbrts of those able physicians among us who

are bright jewels in the profession, and who exhibit such a lauda-

ble willingness to contribute, by their writings as well as by their

skill, to the Medical reputation of North Carolina. How little

known are our ablest physicians and surgeons ! While the able

lawyer is known in all parts of the State, and his fame proclaimed

by every tongue, mingling, as is often the cose, the applause of

the Statesman—and the eloquent divine is known to all and lov-

ed by all—the physician, whose profession is more arduous and

equally responsible, and into whose hands the best and wisest are

implicitly submitted, becoming in this respect the vicegerent of

^' Him in whose hands are the issues of life and death," is com-

paratively unknown—his fame generally confined to his own town

or neighborhood, and his merits to the silent chamber and invalid

patient. We repeat, therofore, in reference to the Address of Dr.

Johnson, as well as to the efforts of others, that whenever any

professional brother in our good old State, performs any act, does

anything with his pen, his scalpel, or his Medical skill, of a char,

acter that entitles him to honor, we are glad of a proper occasion

to bear witness to it, and are ready to raise our voice as high as

the highest in applause of the same.

As betore said, our own views of Malaria set forth no new theo-

ry. Nor have we any claims to present for originality in what

we shall say. Young in Medical observation and experience, we

know of no better lights to guide us, than was given by the illus-

trious and philosophic Lancisi, in his theory of the cause of pe-

riodical fevers, until at least a better theory is offered in explana-

tion of them than has yet appeared. We stand on the ground of

the old doctrine of Malaria, first laid down by this distinguished

Italian observer, and doctrines adhered to in old and recent times

by hosts of accurate and sagacious observers and brilliant inves-

tiffators in the field of Medicine. We hold to these " old doc-

trines," however, liot simply because they are hoary with age

and come to us under the prestige of great names, but because

they accord most with our own limited observation and experi-

ence, Our own judgment and reason conclude that they afford

a more rational explanation of the so-called Malarious fevers, than

any theory yet offered as a Gubstitute. Thie theory lucidly set

forth, first by Lancibi; that heat, moisturcj and vegetable decom-
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to cause specific fever, has been generally adopted by the profes-

sion since his day. It has obtained, not because other hypothe-

ses are wanting to account for these febrile diseases. Other the-

ories, most ingeniously and ably maintained, have over and again

been proposed as efficient causes, and we believe they have as

often been refuted. Every few j^ears some one rises up in oppo-

sition to the old doctrine. Medical gentlemen have read in the

books—heard from the rostrums of Medical Colleges, and seen in

the Medical Journals of the day, hypothesis after hypothesis giv-

en to account for the cause and phenomena of autumnal fevers,

all differing one from another, and from the current theory of

Malaria. These theories, and the discussions arising therefrom,

and the general interest at all times taken in the subject of fever?

have served in a very great degree to keep the professional mind

directed to its etiological features. Every tyro in Medicine, and

every physician actively engaged in the arduous duties of his

profession, has constantly seen some new theory asserting its

claims upon him for adoption. Every student and practitioner

has a fair and full opportunity for seeing all sides and hearing all

parties, and with his eyes and ears open, and by the aid of only

an ordinary judgment, every one has excellent data to enable him
to judge wisely, and to conclude deliberately and logically. We
believe the profession in our State know how to reason. They
need no lessons to enable them to do so. Given as much to

thought and reading and reasoning as their brethren in other

States, they bring to the investigation of every Medical subject,

minds unbiassed, discriminating and able to examine well its re-

lations and intricacies, and of independence enough to follow, and

practice upon, the truth when discovered. Like our State, plain,

honest and independent, they examine questions by the standard

of common sense, and by the lights of their own reason and ex-

perience, and they rest Iheir behef in no " foregone conclusions,"

because they happen to be popular. They have canvassed tcell

the claims of the^ie various theories, and have generally adopted

the Malarious theory, not " because it is popular," not " because

It affords an easy solution to a difficult question," not because it

is ancient and upheld by a long list of illustrious names, but be-

cause it most accords with their own reacon and experience, and
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because the just deductions of observation; and the burden of

proof give it the most sanction and authority. Lilie our good old

State, her Medical profession as a body are conservative. They

adopt no new-fangled theories, until the claims of others on which

they have long rested have been found wanting after a fair liial.

The humbugs and excitements of the day, so often subversive of

sober reason and simple truth, sway them Hot. Unseduced by

the glitter of novelty, which is the only attraction of many of the

proposed innovations of the times, and bound down by no heathen

idolatry to old customs and theories, they examine fairly and dis-

passionately all theories of disease, ancient and modern, of a repu-

table origin, and then abide the suggestions of their own enligh-

tened judgments.

" Lihcram 'profiteor medicinam^ nee ab anti quis su7n, ncc a novisj

utrasque veritatcm colunt^ sequor^

This is the spirit which actuates the Medical Faculty of North

Carolina ; and in common- with their brethren generally in the

old and new Continent, they are believers in the miasmatic origin

of disease. But enough of this. Let us get nearer to the main

body of our subject.

And as we proceed along, let us here for a few moments,

glance briefly at some of the theories in opposition to the current

one of Lancisi. He set forth as early as 1717 his theory that

biliou's remittents and intermittents were caused by exhalations

from marshes. He denominated them " Miasmata," from the

Greek word to pollute. But it was afterwards shown that al-

though they occur most in marshy places, yet they are not the

only situations where they abound. The different names these

exhalations have received, it would be superfluous to mention

before this learned body. We prefer to express these exhala-

tions, by the use of the fashionable word Malaria. Lancisi's

views held uninterrupted sway for about one hundred years

About this time, the celebrated Dr. Ferguson advanced the doc-

trine, that in warm climates and on surfaces of the earth capable

of absorption, " paucity of water where it had previously and

recently abandoned " the surface, •' is the only contingency ne-

cessary to produce malarious fevers.'' Jn support of this view,

he reasons strongly, and giveu many examples where situations^

free to all appearance of vegetable matter and apparently devoid
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oi moisture, though previously wei:, were yet very pestilential

The example given by him of his army in Spain, in 1809, march-
mg in the hot and dry month of June, and bivouacking in ra-

vines which had lately been water courses, and many of his sol-

diers being seized with violent fever before they could remove in

the morning, is a strong fact, it is true, in favor of his theoiy -

but even here, as in the other instances given by him, it would
be difficult to prove the absence of vegetable matter, though not

evident to the senses. '^It is well known," says Professor Wood of

the University of Pennsylvania, •' that most soils, even when to

the eye they show no trace of vegetable matter, yet abound in

seeds of various plants, often even at great depths; and peculiar

circumstances may lead to their decomposition and the conse-

quent exhalation of volatile products, though no such result may
be obvious." The same view, we believe, is confirmed by Pro^

fessor Emmons in his explorations in our own State. The mois-

ture, in these instances of Ferguson, might have existed in suffi-

cient abundance beneath the surface of the ravines, however dry
that was

;
the vegetable matter, though not apparent, might

have existed in sufficient abundance to be acted upon by the

heat and moisture below, so as to have caused the malarious
effluvia that produced the fever in the army. The following

facts and statements are confirmatory likewise of this view : In

1842, Fort Macomb, in Florida, was very unhealthy. Our troop.g

stationed there suffered greatly from autumnal fever. Their quar-

ters were on a hill thirty feet above the Suwanne river, on which
the Fort is situated. The river banks do not shelve off gradu-
ally from the shore, like most of the northern rivers, but are sud-

denly precipitous. The place for miles around was high and
dry, and the river had not a decaying weed or vegetable in it.

The surface around the Fort was sandy. Not a stagnant pool

could be any where discovered. No decaying vegetable matter
was manifest. No cause of fever was apparent ; every thing
indicated it to be a remarkably healthy spot. And yet, writes

Dr. Holmes, now of St. Louis, and then of the Army, and sta-

tioned at Fort Macomb, " In ten days after I had set foot in this

spot (Fort Macomb) I was prostrated by a congestive fever, and
two-thirds of the men were sick with fever. Even the dogs at
this place had intermittent fever." The banks of the river were
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vegetable matter about the place. What caused bilious conges-

tive and intermittent fever to prevail here '^ Dr. Holmes sought

for months in vain to find out. At length he observed ihsitfimgi

flourished in great abundance about the Fort. They were of an

unhealthy kind, and had a most disgusting and nauseous odor.

The fungus lasts but thirty hours, but there was always a fresh

growth on hand every morning. So disagreeable was the smell

that where it was detected about a tent or cabin, an active search

was made, and the whole cause often found to be but a single

fungus. But fungi require much moisture for their growth
;
more

so than all other vegetables. Where did they obtain it ? Acci-

dent revealed it to Dr. Holmes. The soldiers had occasion to

sink a post into the ground at this locality, and at about two feet

deep a tough layer of putty-hke clay, nearly as impervieus to

water as rock, was found. The stratum of this clay was found

to run under the Fort and for some distance beyond. Here was

the source of the moisture, and here was presented a combination

of those causes requisite to the generation of that form of Mala-

ria, which was necessary for the production of the disease which

prevailed at the Fort. Other similar examples to this are refer-

red to and related by Dr. Holmes as presenting themselves to

him. Again : Dr. James Johnson, an able and standard English

author, from whom we shall again quote, says ; "Water imbued

with animal and vegetable matters, may sink into the soil and

either remain there or percolate under the surface till it finds an

issue in a spring or river. This is known to be the case in nu-

merous instances, and in almost every country. Thus in Sicily,

Dr. Irvine tells us that in many of the fimiires^ (dried gullies or

little streams sometimes wet and then again dry, and used then

often as paths and roads,) the_ stream disappears in the gravel

and percolates under the surface of the ocean. It is in these

kinds of fiumares that a Malaria prevails ; and this probably ac-

counts for the extrication of Miasmata in many parts of the West
Indies, as well as in Europe. It was too fatally ascertained by

our troops in Spain and Portugal, that the dangerous season was
the hot months, when the ground cracked with the heat and per-

mitted exhalations to issue from the moisture below the surface.

We now see how it is that cultivation is no protection in some
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places from Malaria. Thus on the sloping and level ground near

the lake of Bolsena, where the ruins of St. Rorenzo attest the

pestifuous exhalations from a highly cultivated soil, we can easi-

ly imagine that the waters from the neighboring hills, impregna-

ted with vegeto-animal remains, may percolate under the surface

of the soil in their wa}^ to the lake, and in .Tuly and August, may
be exhaled in the form of Malaria. The following is an illustra-

tion : "Thus (says Irvine) some places in Sicily, though on very

high ground, are sickly ; as Ibesso or Gesso, about eight miles

from Messina, situated upon some secondary mountains lying on

the side of the primitive ridge which runs northwards towards

the Faro. It stands very high
;
but still there is some higher

ground at some miles distance. Water is scarce here, and there

is nothing like a marsh." Many situations in our own State and

country, that are counterparts to such places as have been thus

described, and where Malarious fevers prevail, are often brought

forward as stumbling blocks against the old Malarious theory of

Lancisi, but, as it appears, on insufficient grounds.

In Africa, as travellers inform us, it is not the commencement,

but the ending of the dry season, that the fevers commence.

Here the beginning of the rainy season is the signal to the citi-

zens to prepare for the fevers, which they do by fleeing to their

houses and closing their doors and windows from the pestilential

air without. While opposing the theory of Ferguson, such facts

furnish convincing proof that heat, moisture, and vegetable de-

composition, give rise to that invisible, but destructive poison,

which we call Malaria. And when we look at our own country,

and at our many lakes, rivers, ponds and swamps, that are never

dry, and yet are visited by autumnal fever, we see fall to the

ground the theory that paucity of water where it has recently

abounded, is sufficient alone, in places of high temperature, to

cause these fevers.

An old theory, revived a few years since by Dr. Jones, of Geor-

gia, " that moisture, under different states of temperature, is the

sole cause of intermittent and remittent fevers," has had many
strong advocates. If this were true, sailors, who are constantly

at sea, under every variety of temperature, ought to have these

diseases
; but it is well known that they are exempt from them,

except when contracted on shore. We should expect too, that

6
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our wettest seasons, often attended with marked changes of tem-

perature, would be the sickliest ; but this is not the case. During

our wettest summers and autumns, when our bottoms, swamps,

marshes, and creeks, are filled to overflowing with water the

season through, the surface with its vegetation and pestiferous

materials being kept immersed under water
;
torrent after torrent

of rain drenching the earth, and filling the atmosphere with mois-

ture, such places are comparatively exempt from Malarious fevers

as long as it remains very wet. The reason is obvious. In such

cases, the water filling these marshes, bottoms, &c., and thus pro-

tecting their noxious elements from the necessary action of solar

heat, there is not a sufficiency of vegetable decomposition to

cause sickness ;
there is an insufficiency of Malaria formed and

extricated to produce general disease. Here moisture is not fol-

lowed by that sickness which the theory claims. The doctrine

is not favored by what is known respecting the great dismal

swamp, and the State swamp lands of Hyde, Beaufort, Wash-

ington, and Tyrrell counties, previous to drainage, and even now,

to a great extent. In these extensive tracts of land, submerged

as great portions of them are with water the year round, moisture

constantly exists in the greatest abundance and acts under every

variety of condition upon the human frame ;
and yeij those most

conversant with these swamps, assure us that intermittents and

remittents are unknown there, save in a few spots that have been

made dry by drainage. We can testify, from personal knowl-

edge, that the shingle swamps of these counties are remarkably

exempt from fevers. Our own knowledge of the State lands is

extensive, and it is confirmatory of this view. Too much water

exists in these localities, for the generation and extrication of

Malaria. Frcm these facts and other considerations that might

be offered, it seems to us that the theory is erroneous.

Another theory has been started, that autumnal fevers are caus-

ed by changes in the temperature of the atmosphere. This the-

ory, so ingeniously maintained by Dr. J. Bell, of Philadelphia,

and also by Dr. Gayley, of the same city, in an able and elabo-

rate paper, in the American Journal of Medical Sciences, for 1 849,

that alterations of temperature in the air are sufficient for the

production of periodical disease, is encumbered with difficulties,

insurmountable it seems to us. They have argued v/ell and al
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much length to prove the erroneousness of the Malarious 'doc-

trine, and strongly contend that the famihar changes in the

marked states of the atmosphere constitute an efficient cause for

our autumnal fevers. Now what season in North CaroHna is

most noted for these alternations of temperature ? Is it not the

latter part of spring and the early part of summer ? And do we
have bilious fevers then ? We have never known nor heard of a

case where its cause could be traced to this season, and to this

season alone. Other continued forms of fever may prevail, but

no distinct and clearly marked cases of periodical disease, de-

pendant upon the influence of these months, have ever come to

our knowledge or hearing. Intermittents and billions fevers do

not prevail in the spring and early summer, except when their

cause can be clearly traced to influences in operation anterior to

this time. How was it during last month, and even this, so far .''

Was there not the greatest variations in temperature ? One day

the warmth of the weather calling for summer clothes ; that

night the cold atmosphere calling for fires and warm beds, follow-

ed up next day by a renewal of our winter clothes, cloak and

all ; and yet the next day the thin and cool garments again re-

quired, and our bodies profusely perspiring at the same time from

the effects of heat. This is the history of the temperature of the

atmosphere during that month, and it holds generallj* true in the

eastern part of the State, in April, May, and part of June. These

vicissitudes produce colds, rheumatisms, pulmonary complaints,

bowel affections, and other derangements, but not specific Mala-

rious fevers. Our own observation, and we think the experience

of the profession generally, teaches that during the prevalence

of autumnal fevers, we do not have those vicissitudes of tem-

perature contended for by the advocates of this theory
; on the

other hand the temperature is more uniform during the whole 24

hours of the sickly season, than at other seasons when these

fevers do not prevail. In the northern States, where biUious fever

of local origin is comparatively unknown, the day is often as

hot in summer and autumn, as it is in the south, but the nights

are generally cool, and productive of refreshing sleep. Every
one who leaves our low lands in the summer to escape fall sick-

ness, and goes north to quaff the mineral waters, and to inhale

the more salubnots air will verify what we say of the greater
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difference of temperature in the day and night tliere, in the

freedom from Malaria, compared with the day and night in our

southern States during the season named. The same may be

said in relation to the extreme western part of North Carolina.

There, in those mountainous regions, where the rich scenery of

the variegated landscapes and the pure healthful air conspire

with other attractive advantages and sublimities of nature to

make it an earthly paradise—in that delightful region, unsur-

passed in its attractions to those in search of health and the

pleasures of travel, there is no Malarious fever of local origin,

but very marked alternations of atmospheric temperature, in the

summer and fall. Some portions of Buncombe and Hendei-son

counties particularly, are described as presenting localities very

beautiful, grand and healthy
;
no billions fevers or intermittents

are known there ; and yet the days are hot and the nights quite

cool in summer and autumn. These contrasts in temperature

then, are not sufficient, it seems to us, to account for these febrile

diseases.

The fungus theory is too lame to stand the test. It was ori-

ginated by that genius in the profession, and accomplished teach-

er, Professor Mitchell, of the Jefferson Medical College. It is

encompassed with numerous objections and difficulties. Obser-

vation and experience since it was advanced by its talented au-

thor, do not confirm or strengthen it. His theory is that fall

fevers are produced by fungi, organized vegetable substances,

the " most highly animalized " of all vegetables, and distinguish-

ed by the extraordinary number and diffusion of their sporules.

He maintains that they are taken into the system and are pos-

sessed of ''the power of penetrating into, and germinating upon
the most interior tissues of the body." It seems they abound in

all climates, and possess the peculiar power of ubiquity. They
are' too general then to account for the more hmited sphere of bil-

lions fevers. True, they are said to exist wherever Malarious

fevers prevail, but the concurrent vitiation and abnormal condi-

tion of the atmosphere where they abound, comes in for a place

in causing these fevers. This coincidence of fungus growth
and prevalence of periodical fevers, seems more like concurrent

effects from a common Malarious cause than any power in these

organized fungi to cause fevers. They occur%ometimes in surn-
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mer, a long time before the appearance of Malarious fevers : thev

abound in moist places known to be exempt from fevers : it has

not been shown, as we are aware, that the sporules are really

poisonous as the plant itself is known to be, and if so, whether

they can be so extensively and thoroughly diffused as to be intro-

duced in the syslem in a way that the poisonous effects attribu-

ted to them can be produced. They are potent by night and

powerless by day ; whereas exposure in a malarious region by

day, though not so likely to be followed by sickness as the inhal-

ing of night air, is nevertheless productive of fever. Since the

attention of the profession has been drawn to an examination of

this theory, so plausibly maintained b}^ Dr. Mitchell, we believe,

that the reports founded on medical observation and experience

that have been made in reference to it, do not indicate that cor-

respondence between fungus growths and periodical fevers, in

given regions, which appears essential to the promotion of the

truth of the theory.

We have thus glanced very briefly at some of the most prom-

inent theories in opposition to the old one of Lancisi, that heat,

moisture, and vegetable decomposition cause, by their combined

operation, these febrile diseases. We attempt nothing like a re-

view of them, in a general manner. We have dropped out these

few observations in reference to them, as indicative of the diffi-

culties and objections which cluster around them. They have

been minutely and thoroughly reviewed by abler pens than ours,

and refuted. Other theories have been given, in explanation of

the etiology of these fevers, but they arc all likewise encumber-

ed with insurmountable objections. It is useless even to name

over the long list of theories : all in opposition to one another,

and to the old one of Lancisi. The insufficiency of ixny or all of

them to account for these specific diseases, will serve at least to

palliate whatever of vagueness attends the malarious theory.

There may be some obscurity and irregularit}^ attending the op-

eration of the lav/s of Malaria, but less than belongs to any other

theory yet offered, and less than is attributed to them by the anti-

miasmatists. There is much more certainty attending the opera-

lions of these laws than there seems to be at lirst blush.

We come now more especially to pay our respects to the Ad-

. dress on IMalaria.^by Dr. Johnson, of Kalcigh. In his anxiety
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and labors to subvert the old theory, unlike other opposers, he

has not furnished a substitute. Solitary and alone he is the first

and only man that has ever arrayed himself in opposition to the

current theory, without at the same time substituting one of his

own. We hope that he 'will furnish a substitute, and that it will

be more free from objections, and more correct than any of those

we have been considering.

No doubt the profession of his own and other States too, would

be pleased to see some theory of his own, in explanation of the

cause of periodical diseases, after he has argued so strenuously,

and at such length, to prove the erroneousness of the one on

which the}' have so long rested. The address has excited a con-

siderable interest in our own State
;
and it will be seen by the

following extract, in reference to Dr. Johnson's address, from a

late number of " The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal," that

in Boston too, as elsewhere, the address has awakened the atten-

tion of the profession. Speaking of the address, this journal

saj's of it :
" The author, (Dr. Johnson,) like a skilful angler,

keeps moving the hook about from one point to another, through

many pages, so that it is difficult to know what he is after; but

all at once he jerks the line, and the unsuspecting reader finds

himself hooked to a new theory, or no theory at all, and for the

life of us we cannot determine which. It consists mainly of the

denial of the generally accredited doctrine that Miasm is the direct

cause of a numerous list of maladies, including fevers of the

most formidable type.

Dr. Johnson speaks with a firmness indicative of the possession,

of as much proof as any controversialist might wish to encoun-

ter. With peculiar caution he gives the results of the enquiries

of men distinguished for their researches on this subject, and

then comes to a conclusion in these words ;
" Such is the view

of this subject which 1 have thought proper to present for your

consideration
;
and these the facts which the brief space allotted

to an address of this kind has permitted me to bring forward in

support of my position. Nevertheless, I believe the}' will, under

the operation of the rule which I have laid down for your gov-

ernment, in the study of all questions ri physical etiology, the

scientific vnlue and applicability of v/hich no one can deny, fur-

jiisli aufhcicnt evidence to convince U3 thai there is no truth in
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the doctrine of the mia^ynatic origin of diseases^ U Dr. JoJinson

will give his own views of the origin of intermitlents, he will

furnish those who are disposed to question his propositions, with

data to reason upon
;
but as the matter now stands, there is not

a single projecting point, not a prominence to hang an argument

upon. Smooth as an ivorj'' ball, there is nothing in his doctrine

to grasp at without taking the whole. It is far easier to knock

away the ladder by which ascent has been made to an eleva-

ted position, than to provide other means of reaching the same

height." Now " fiat justitia." With all due respect for the opin-

ions of the able Editor of the Boston Journal, we are surprised

at his assertion that he (the Editor) cannot tell for his life wheth-

er Dr. Johnson advocates a new theory, or no theory at all. Ev-

idently he seeks to set aside the old theorj'-, without any attempt

to put forward a new one. He gives some intimation that he

may favor the profession, one of these days, with his own views

as to the cause of the so called malarious diseases, but he makes

no such pretensions, as we conceive, in this address.

The apparent contradictions and inconsistencies which he en-

deavors to make the doctrine of Malaria assume, can be explain-

ed and reconciled by a reference to the facts and circumstances

in connexion with the laws of Malaria and consistently with the

truth of our theory. If diiferent chmates, different soils, and dif-

ferent seasons, show a modification and want of uniformity of

effect as to the influence of heat, moisture, and vegetable matter^

this fact, so far from opposing, favors the truth of our doctrine.

Such diversities are in unison with its laws. It is only by tra-

cing their known relations with the varied conditions of these

different climates, localities and seasons, that these laws can be

clearly understood, and the correctness of the malarious doctrine

admitted. This has not been done by Dr. Johnson. He leaves

out of consideration the different influences which different cli-

mates exert, and different seasons as to heat, moisture, and dry-

ness, upon the decomposition of vegetable matter, which results

in the production of Malaria. Owing to these differences, local-

ities drenched and covered with rain at one season may have

their febrile sources of disease overwhemled as it were with wa-

ter, and sickness is thus prevented, but few cases of fever appear-

ing
; at another season the opposite condition may be present, the
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season through in these pkicns
; it may bo very dry and the sur-

face of the earth completely parched up, and it may be healthy,

but from a dissimilar cause
;
and at another season, these same

places may neither be overflowed nor parched up, they may be

partly overflowed with water and partly dry, not enough of either

lo prevent heat, moisture, and vegetable decomposition from such a

formation, and extrication of Malaria, as is competent to produce

disease
;
and hence at such a season it may be very sickly. The

influence of the seasons upon the salubriousness of malarious re-

gions, is a matter of common observation. It is often referred to

by authors. A standard writer, the distinguished Dr. Dickson,

of Charleston, says :
" A very dry summer and spring are apt to

be healthy. A very rainy season produces a like effect, by cov-

ering the whole surface of noxious material. Heat, air, and

moisture, are equally necessary to the miasmatic decay of organ-

ized vegetable matter, which may or may not be identical with

offensive putrefaction, but which certainly depends upon the same

efficient elements. Thus it happens that in very wet autumns,

the higher grounds, even the sides of hills and mountains, share

the evils which, in ordinary and dry years, are confined to the

vallies, water courses, and alluvial plains." Other eminent au-

thors and accurate observers, furnish any amount of similar tes-

timony. Such differences show why swamps, alluvial soil, &c.

ma}'- be free from fever one year, and very productive of disease

in another. The marshes on the coast of the Meditterranean sea

are pestilential, while the same kind of marshes in our northern

States are healthy. Malaria is sometimes found on high and

dry ridges, and on hills and rocky places of low lands ; attracted

as it is to these more elevated regions, and falling there at night,

after its dispersion and diffusion in the air during the day, and

carried there also by the winds
;
and in these cases it is furnished

by the swampy base below
;
in this way malarious fevers occur

on ridges and hills frequently ; but it is equally true, that such

high places and hills as have not wet ground at their base, are

remarkably salubrious.

But it seems that the chief difliculty in the mind of Dr. John-

son on the subject, is, that it is not known what Malaria is. It

is not known wherein it differs from the purest air. No chem-
ical ingenuity nor eudiometrical contrivance has vet detected the
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noxious element It is upon this failure of the Endiomeler io

detect change or vitiation in the atmosphere, even on the Pontine

marshes, that skeptics have hitherto mainly rested their objections

to the malarious origin of disease. It is objected to on the ground

that there are localities where Malaria cannot but exist, if there

be such a thing", and yet there are no specific malarious diseases

following ; and again, that these diseases do appear when the

Mal:u*ia cannot be supposed to exist ; in the one case, having the

cause without the effect, and in the other, the effect without the

cause. May not the same be asserted respecting other diseases 1

We may say the same concerning contagion, or that exhalation,

or Malaria, from a diseased body, which is said to produce its

like in a healthy one, under circumstances of exposure. Where-

m does the Malaria, or poison from the living variolous body dif-

fer from pure air ? Has chemistry, or any philosophy ever

shown this ? Is the cause evident to our senses ? Has any con-

trivance ever made it so? Does every unprotected, exposed,

healthy body, contract small pox from a variolous body without

exception ? Does every unprotected child contract scarlatina, or

measles, when placed over and again under the most favorable

circumstances for contraction t Our own experience, and the

records of medicine, answer these inquiries in the negative. And
yet the fact of a single escape, after due exposure to these and

other contagions diseases—and there are many such facts of es-

cape in the experience of every one—annihilates all argument in

favor of their contagiousness. And yet who doubts the conta-

giousness of these diseases ? The same may be said of mumps,

hooping cough, typhus, and all contagious diseases, without ex-

ception, and yet they are often escaped from, each and every

one, by the unprotected and exposed. So also with respect to

those states of the air which spread cholera and other epidemics

over communities and large tracts of country. Is there any al-

teration of the air in tjiese cases evident to our senses? Has
chemistry, or philosophy, with their most subtle insinuations, their

boldest repulsions, or most refined combinations, discovered and

revealed the difference between these and the same element?

Experience and the annals of medicine answer in the negative-

Does no one escape when these infections are stalking abroad 1

Most assuredly many do But who disputes their existence ?

7
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No one. In all such cases, neither '' the r.enses, aided or unaid-

edj" nor any human means yet contrived, has detected any vitia-

tion or change in the atmosphere, even though whole communi-

ties are stricken down in a few days under the influence of epi-

demic disease.

Malaria, in its connexions v/ith medical topography, has not?

in our humble opinion, heretofore received that atteniion from the

profession which its importance demands, and which, in justice,

it ought to receive. A due regard to these relations of the sub-

ject would remove much of that obscurity, and many of those

perplexities v>7hich encumber the theory w^ith objections more spe-

cious than solid. It would account for results otherwise exceed-

ingly difficult to understand. Without that knowledge given by

understanding these relations, authors inform us that we cannot

understand the causes of the salubrity, or insalubrity of many

places. It will tell us why places dissimilar in soil produce the

same fevers : and why others similar in meteorological condi-

tionSj present a contrast in sickness. A due regard to this fea-

ture of the question, will inform us why low, swampy, alluvial

localities, ofter remain healthy as long as left in the primeval

state of nature ;
why they become pestilential when being brought

under cultivation by the spade, axe and hoe
;
and why they

again become healthy when the farmer has redeemed them from

ihe sickly influences of stagnant water and organic matter. And

a due deference to this part of the subject will solve many of the

difficulties of Dr. Johnson.

The salubrity of the marshes around Pensacola bay, and the

insalubrity of the region at the head of the bay, where the Es-

cambria river empties, is referred to by Dr. Johnson as furnishing

an argument against the current theory. These marshes are

covered with water and with cypress, magnolia, and sub-aquatic

plants. The rich and thick foliage above prevents the heat of

the sun from reaching the surface with power sufficient to cause

the necessary decomposition, even if the vegetation, covered as

it is with w^ater, and thus preventing its action, favored such

a process. But where the Escambria river empties, it is more
' open, and exposed to heat ; vegetable matter will naturally

accumulate about the sides and mouths of rivers ; and the

water rising and falling, and stagnating in pools in the rear of
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the banks, we have here a favorable combination of circumstan-

ces for the decomposition of vegetable matter in sufficient abun-

dance to produce and extricate Malaria; and hence sickness re-

sults. So likewise with the shingle swamps in our own State.

They are very exempt from malarious fevers, as stated by Dr.

Johnson. But what is the cause ? They are covered winter

and summer with water, except an occasional tussoc of shrubs

on which the laborers sleep and work. A profuse and heavy

foliage of cypress and juniper, prevents the rays of heat, in a very

great degree, from reaching the surface. It is much cooler in

these swamps in the summer and autumn than out on neighbor-

ing farms, and in w^inter snows he much longer in them before

melting than on the more open ground in the vicinity. Under

such circumstances, Malaria is not generated sufficient to cause

fevers, and these swamps are healthy. But around their borders

the agriculturalist has commenced his encroachments. Before,

while content to live in his rude shanty and get shingles, the

shingle getter escaped fevers ; but now that he seeks the more

noble and pleasant occupation of a farmer ; now that he cuts

down his trees, cuts his ditches, and changes his shingle swamp
into a corn field, the billions fevers assail him. The same spot

on which a year ago he lived the year round in health, is now
the hot-bed of bilious fever. The trees are all cut down and

left to decay in part ; the heat descends ; the vegetabe matter,

aided by a sufficiency of moisture, now decomposes : and as a

necessary consequence, ague and fever and remittent fevers re-

sult. Billious fevers, formerly unknown in the borders of these

swamps, have sprung up coeval with the operations of the far-

mer. Farms here that are the oldest and best drained, and from

which the decaying vegetable matter, mcidental to land that is

just cleared, or recently cleared, has been by time and proper

culture removed, are comparatively healthy, often almost entirely

so, and always nriuch more healthy than new farms, where there

is yet an abundance of moisture and vegetable matter. Let any

of these shingle getters leave their protective abode in the sickly

season and remain a few days, perhaps for a single night only,

on the bordering farms, and it is common to see them prostrated

m a short time with fever ; while those who remain in the swamps
the season through- are always exempt ; they present almost
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always as fine specimens of health as the ruddy mountaineers

of Buncombe, or as the obliging landlords of Shocco and Sara-

togo ever witness when the season of pleasure and relaxation

from business is over to their visitors. The diuretic properties of

the juniper water, so proverbial for its healthy influences, and

which these laborers drink, ma}?- have some little share in pre-

venting sickness, but the main cause of the exemption can only

be explained by a due consideration of the influences and cir-

cumstances mentioned.

The rich lands in the County of Hyde—that County so justly

famed the Union over, for its rich lands, as well as for the gen-

uine goodness and noble-hearted hospitality of its citizens—were

healthy, as we are informed by old settlers there, before they were

reclaimed, and while they were covered with water, and shaded

with a thick and heavy growth. But when the pioneer settlers

began to clear them, intermittent and remittent fevers sprang up,

and continued for a long time to prevail, until the skillful culture

of the farmers have made model farms in as rich and fine a

country (we speak mainly of Fairfield and Mattamuskeet) as the

sun of Heaven ever shone upon. Drainage and long cultivation

have removed that moisture, and vegetable decomposition essen-

tial to the generation and extrication of Malaria, and hence in

and about these farms bilious fever is now rare. In such cases^

we see that cultivation is most favorable in its influences upon

health. But in those parts of Hj'de—and the same is true of

other Counties—where the land is now being cleared, or has been

very recently cleared, we find, as before intimated, that malarious

fevers abound.

Countries abounding in peat moss, or peat bog, arc exempt

from malarious fevers. Many parts of Ireland and Scotland

which are covered by large tracts of marsh, in which the peat

moss abounds, are entirely free from them, according to Dr. Wat-

son, an English writer. The reason given for this exemption is,

that abounding with moisture, as such places do, the peat moss

cannot decompose ;
the water keeps it in a state of sub-carboni-

zalion : and no malarious exhalations are given off. The im-

mense body of land known as the great Dismal Swamp, contain-

ing 150,000 acres, is always kept in o similar state of moisture ;

the vegetable matter never decays where there is so much wtxiet,
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v/hich appears the moment a trench is dug. or the surface 13

pressed upon, and the state of sub-carbonization, in which the

organized vegetable matter is always in, prevents the extrication

of Malaria
;
and hence this great dismal swamp is salubrious,

although heat, moisture and vegetable matter exist in abundance.

And like causes account for like results in the Slate swamp
land of Hyde, Beaufort, and adjoining Counties. Dr. Johnson

refers to these lands in support of his position. Now before any

drainage was effected of them, they were remarkably salubrious,

as they also were when the workmen were employed in digging

the canals. The reason the workmen escaped sickness while

excavating them was, that the water was not let off at all, until

the canals were completed from Pungo and Alligator lakes, to

their outlets into Pungo river, and Rutman's creek. Then the

drainage of the State lands commenced, and then the workmen

left. This is a sufficient cause of their exemption from malari-

ous fevers during their labors upon these canals. But since drain-

age commenced, families have moved in upon and near the banks

and mouths of these canals. They are accustomed to fall fe-

vers. Bilious fever has sprung up in these swamps since they

have been drained to the partial extent they have. Before drain-

age they were in a similar state to the great dismal swamp, as

respects moisture, heat and vegetation. The water would spring

into and around your boots by a very moderate pressure on the

spongy surface, though apparently dry. Decomposition, under

such circumstances, could not sufficiently take place to produce

Malaria, and hence no sickness resulted.

The exemption from fevers enjoyed by the inhabitants of Bra-

zil, is claimed by Dr. Johnson as an argument in favor of his

negative views. That many parts of this empire of the earth,

four times larger than our Union, should be exempt from endemic

fevers, is not surprising. The vast ranges of mountains in some

parts, the den.-^e and impenetrable forests of others, shielding as

they do like walls, the invasions of man and of the sun, the va-

rying and variegated climatic features and physical characteris-

tics of many portions, the primeval state of nature in which Bra-

zil is yet mainly in, and other modifying circumstances of Mala-

ria, give us a clue to this exemption of febrile diseases of parts

that are exempt, and tell us why they differ in sickness from
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other countries m the same latitude, but under the influence of

circumstances more favorable to the production of the poison.

This variety in the physical character of Brazil, carried as the

traveller often is, in a very short time, from the torrid heat of the

plains to the cold air of the mountains, is equivalent, on the au-

thority of standard writers, to difference in latitude, so far at least

as the production and extrication of Malaria is concerned. Lo-

calities, similar in latitude, but differing in vegetation, moisture,

and topography, are in this way characterized by differences in

the occurrences of endemics. Some parts of Brazil are thus ex-

empt from Malaria. Other portions do not enjoy that freedom

from febrific disease which Dr. Johnson would lead us to believe,

if the testimony of good medical authority, coming from phys-.

icians who have observed the country for themselves, is to be

believed. Portions of Brazil free from those modifying influen-

ces referred to, are annually visited by fevers. Dr. Sigaud, a

very clever French writer, who has written a special and valu-

able work on the climate and diseases of Brazil, assures us that

periodical fevers do abound in provinces of Brazil, the exact

counterpart of which, in pools, swamps, marshes, &c., and in

fevers too, is presented in the old world, and in North America.

All forms and grades of malarious disease, from intermittents.

up, are found in Rio de Janeiro and other portions of Brazil.

Gtuinine, says this valuable writer, is the remedy used with most

success by the Brazilian physicians, in the treatment of the peri-

odical fevers of that vast empire.

Dr. Johnson refers to Capt. Wilkes' exploring expedition. It

seems that his men escaped sickness during their travels among

the Friendly, Society, Fegee, Samoan, and Sandwich islands but

suffered with endemic disease after their return to their encamp-

ments on Wallamette river, in Oregon, where there were no

marshy grounds, moisture, or stagnant pools. In this instance

is it not probable that the disease was contracted abroad during

their travels ? Did they not, while absent in a malarious sectioUj

contract the poison, which did not develope the disease till their

return to Oregon ? Every consideration, and a due regard to

malarious laws, renders this view most probable, in our opinion.

Persons who inhale the malarious air of sickly localities, fre-

quently escape sickness until their arrival m healthy places, arjd
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are then prostratPil with fever. No one denirs tiiis. It i>; a Irulh

in connexion with the action of Malaria, that popular observation

has well established. What right-feeling citizen of our State

does not mourn over the untimely death of one of her most gifted

and eloquent sons, a few years since, after an exposure, but a

short time, to a malarious atmosphere, to which he was not ac-

customed. He was not taken sick until some considerable time

after exposure to the fatal poison. He was, as we all know, one

of our brightest jewels, and one of the most promising young

statesmen in the country. Malaria made him a victim, and pat-

riotism lost an able advocate. We need not mention that we re-

fer to the popular and accomplished Michael Hoke, of Lincoln.

In an arduous and exciting campaign for gubernatorial honors,

he came down among us, and remained only long enough to con-

tract the poison of a violent bilious fever, which carried him off

after his return to the pure, mountainous air of his dear native

home.

This case will afford melancholy proof of this fact of ma-

larious action, so long as there are men among us to admire love

of country, splendid talents, and a noble heart.

Again : In connexion with this feature of the subject, the

learned Dr. Holmes, already referred to, says: "The want of rain,

and consequently of moisture in the earth, will forever relieve the

Mexicans from the curse of malarial disease." He then goes on

to observe, that no form of this disease, during his experience in

Mexico, and he was there with the American army some time,

ever presented itself to him whose origin could not be traced

elsewhere. " I remember " says he, " a few days after 1 was
stationed at Saltillo, of being ordered on a medical board to as-

certain the cause, if possible, of the disease at the camp at Buena

Vista. There were some 500 sick, 280 I think from the Caroli-

na regiment. I think, to any one who has seen much of mala-

rious disease, and the appearance of its victims, the cause of all

this sickness would have been at once apparent. The board had

no understanding, or conversation of any kind, and made no in-

vestigations on this matter, before this time, and the majority of

the board had only been in Saltillo a few days
;
yet the very

lirst question that was asked to the first man in the squad, by Dr,

Bvrne. showed the ;::ecret of the whole matter, and I was struck
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with the coincidence of his views and mine on ihe subject. Thcso

men had generally been enlisted in some part of Carolina where

miasmatic disease was common, and many of them bore marks

that they had heretofore been sick with malarious disease." The

exciting causes of disease around Saltillo, and the circumstances

of camp life, developed the hidden seeds of Malaria, contracted

at home, and prostrated these men v/ith fever.

Dr. Johnson refers to the "lower Roanoke," as offering evidence,

in the summer of 1850, adverse to the current opinions on th©

subject of Malaria. His difficulties are natural enough, and

would arise in the minds of those unacquainted with the true

condition of that region, at that particular time. The year of

1850 was remarkable as the driest in the memory of the oldest

inhabitants, and that it was also the most healthy, is universally

admitted. Health and the absence of moisture, seem to be thus

connected, at least with us in eastern North Carolina. In that

year the dry season commenced as early as May, and our fiats

and bottoms w^ere exposed to the sun long before any influence

by reason of heat was competent to extricate Malaria, at least

sufficient to cause disease. Especially wsxs this true of the

Roanoake region, as residents there have informed us. The

ponds and swamps there dried under the moderate heat, and

when the freshet referred to by Dr. Johnson, came down the

Roanoke, it spread over a comparatively dry surface, as there

had been but little rain before. The height and volume of the

water was so great that the levees gave way, the accumulated

waters rushed with irresistible rapidity to the ocean, remaining

but a few days on the low grounds. The moisture had penetra-

ted but a few inches, and when the surface was again exposed,

a very few daj's of sun was required to dry it. The vegetable

matter decomposed sufficiently to produce stench, but it is conce-

ded by the best medical authorities, that such decomposition^

without the proper amount of moisture, will not produce a quan-

tity of Malaria competent to the creation of general disease.

This fact, as regards stench, will explain away apparent incon-

sistencies and seeming irregularities in reference to malarious

action, and refute objections often brought forward in opposition

to the doctrines we are advocating. The reasons we have given

for the results, so unexpected to some, which followed the freshet
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luUuded to. are well custniiied in ihe literature ol Malaria, and by

cases that the memory of nearly every physician can adduce,

who has long practised in a malarious section, We subniit that

these reasons are triumphantly sustained by the follov/ing fact

communicated to us by that talented g-entleman, and accomplish-

ed, skillful physician, Dr. G. C. Moore, of Hertford, County.

Mr. James C. Johnson owns one of the largest and most vaXr

uable farms on the Roanoke. He is a very large slave owner,

and is particularly attentive to the treatment, comfort, and hap-

pmess of his slaves. His cabins are neat and well ventilated,

and their internal arrangements well attended to. His laborer.'^

are fed at a table common to all, upon food well cooked, and nu-

tritious in quality. They are, upon the whole, as well treated, and

as well provided for, as any family of slaves in the South. Some
several weeks after the freshet, these negroes suffered under a

form of disease whose origin could only have been malarious,

and restricted to this particular locality. No other family in that

region suftered similarly, and clearly the cause must have been

local. It could not have been exposure to the sun, for the labor-

ers on other farms "were equally exposed with impunity. Nor
could it have been excess, or deficiency in food, or in clothing,

for these at all times engaged the especial attention of both over-

seer and owner. What then could have been the cause but Ma-
laiia exhaling from some source within the limits of this farm 1

Any one conversant with disease, could not have been at a loss

for one hour, in detecting the probable cause. Mr. Johnson, in

reclaiming his low grounds, constructed his canals on a point,

below which he erected a mill. The spring and early summer
of 1850 having been exceedingly dry, the surface usually cover-

ed by the water in the pond became exposed to the sun and dried.

A heavy growth of weeds and grass sprung up in the pond.

Mr. Johnson's levees alone, of all on the river, withstood the

weight of water upon them in the freshet. But as the pond was

now very dry, his overseer availed himself of the freshet to re-

new his supply, and he admitted enough through his gates to

cover his bottoms and flats, then abounding in luxuriant vegeta

tion. Thus stood the water some few weeks, until by evapora-

tion and grinding at the mill, it was gradually and sufficiently

reduced to cause excessive and continued decomposition of veg-
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etable rnalter. About ihe same timc; which was sora.e several

weeks after the freshet, biHous congestive fever appeared among
the negroes and whites. Scores of the former were on the sick

list, and many died. White and bhick suffered severely.

Heat, moisture and vegetable matter were here brought to-

gether under circumstances favorable to efficient decomposition,

and a form of disease, such as would have been anticipated, man«

ifested itself. The fact of its being restricted to this family,

clearly proved it dependant on some local cause. As the farm

was protected by embankments, water only bavmg been admit-

ted into the mill pond, leaving the balance dry and in successful

cultivation, we are irresistibly forced to look upon this pond and

its putrescent vegetable matter as furnishing the local cause.

If here existed the cause, it could only have acted through

atmospheric vitiation, or Malaria. And can we doubt, in this

and similar examples innumerable, the correctness of the conclu-

sions, though '• we do not rest our conclusions on the evidences

of our senses?" In this—and there are any number of similar

cases

—

we have a cause and a consequence exaclij'' in accor-

dance with the received opinions relative to the extrication and

effects of Malaria.

Dr. Johnson disbelieves m the doccnne o\ the sanatory influen-

ces of salt water, and therefore bases an argument against the

theory of Lancisi. Let us look a little at this question. If we
can show the healthy properties of salt water, his arguments on

this point lose their force and Vi^eight, That high medical au-

thority is here at variance, is fully admitted. But the burden

of proof is in favor of the view that the influence of salt water

is o( a healthy character. . We incline to the opinion of Dr.

Robert Jackson, Dr. Dickson, of Charleston, Dr. James Johnson,

an English author of great observation. Dr. Drake, the Nestor

of the profession in the West, and many other medical lumina-

ries in tlie old and new world, that it does possess sanatory prop-

erties. We believe that the experience of the world, and the

records of the profession, give the v^eight of authority, and the

burden of proof, in favor of this view of the question. Some

other cause, reconcilable with the truth of the malarious doc-

trine, might have existed for the exemption of a town and other

places in Marc^mma, cited hy Dr, Johnson, v.-hich were healthy
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after^ and pestilential prior to, shutting off salt water from them.
The beneficial effects of proper drainage is admitted, and in shut-

ting off the salt water, the fresh water was no doubt prevented
from stagnating, and thus was absent one necessary element of

Malaria, even if vegetation was present. The distinguished Dr
Robert Jackson sajs :

" The usual endemic of warm climates is

less frequent and formidable on the banks of rivers, after their

waters become mixed with those of the sea, than before this has
happened." Hear what the able and conservative Professor of

Charleston, Dr. Dickson, saj's :
" The experience and observa-

tion of our southern country confirm this view, (of Dr. Jackson's)

and speak loudly in favor of our sea shore settlements, as Sulli-

van's island, Eding's bay, &c. It is not to be denied, that the

troops in garrison at Fort Moultrie, have been as healthy as those

at any other military station in the United States." Dr. Holmes,
who had fine opportunities, while in the army, for investigating

this subject, says : "Vegetable decom.position, or the percolation

of moisture through soil from sea water, does not seem to give

rise to Malaria. There are extensive fiats in the vicinity of Point
Isabel, constantly moist with the sea water, and large masses of

sea weed left exposed at low tide, often, I am convinced, in a
stale of decay, from the beaming sun that came down upon
them." And yet the same writer goes on to say that periodic

diseases are unknown there ; intestinal diseases v/ere common
among the soldiers, but no form of malarious fever peculiar to

the place.

The salubrious effects of salt water is testified to by Dr. James
Johnson, than whom no one ever enjoyed better opportunities for

the fullest observations in this respect For many years he held
the highest station in the medical staff of the British navy—in

her fleets went to every quarter of the globe—saw and treated

disease every where, and enjoyed every advantage for investiga-

ting the cause of endemics. He was long on the West India

Station, and in the East Indies, where he enjoyed the finest, fuU^

est opportunities for investigating the causes of disease, the

treatment, and the effects of salt water. The results of these

travels and invesiigations he has given in his valuable works on
'' Change of Air," and " Diseases of Tropical Climates." Whil©
supporting the doctrine of the sanatory influences of salt water,
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thej show him to be an able defender of the theory of the mala-

rious origin of disease. He cites many places, and gives much
testimony in support of his position m reference to this matter of

salt water. Among others, he refers to the endemics of Bengal.

He remarks, that when in autumn fevers rage with their great-

est violence, the rivers are swelled to the summits of their banks

with fresh water, rushing with immense power to the ocean.

The force of the rushing water is so irresistible that the tide wa-

ter is scarcely felt at Calcutta, and the water is fresh there.

Overflowing the banks as it does, and filling the pools and bot-

toms at some distance back, the water stagnates. The vegeta-

ble matter is thus acted on for weeks, under the most favorable

decomposing circumstances : and hence the wide spread sickness

results. But when the rivers are low, no ill effects follow, thougti

the weather is hot. The rivers, too, present a shelving slope of

mud and mire, covered with vegetable and animal remains. Why
then is it healthy? Because in these times of low water in the

rivers, the tide rushes up and down with great rapidity, and the

water is very salt, so much so at Calcutta as to occasion bowel

complaints, in the opinion of this author.

A significant fact, in our own State, is confirmatory of the

same view. Some four or five years ago a new Inlet broke in

from the ocean into Pamlico Sound during a severe storm. Since

then the waters of the Pamlico and its tributaries have been

much more salt than ever before; and since then the whole

Pamlico region, where salt water extends, has been more than

oirdinarily exempt from malarious fevers. Since the formation of

this Inlet, it is often said by persons employed on the Pamlico

waters, that the water in Pamlico river has been very, unusually

brackish, so much so as to sparkle, like the ocean, with phos-

phorescence, when agitated by the v*'ind or the passage of a ves-

sel through it. It has been unusually healthy in the Pamhco
region", where there is salt water, since this new formation of na-

ture. Places in the vicmity, and on the sound and river and

branches, have been unusually free from fall sickness within this

period, that were sickly before, and under those circumstances of

season too that formerly attended sickness. Situations there,

amiucilly visited with autumnal fevers, before this new Inlet was

made, arc cince then uniformly and remarkably healthy ; and
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tlers. Many of the citizens of that section, who were accus-

tomed, before this new formation had induced this increased salt-

ness, to leave their homes, and to spend their summers and falls

in more salubrious residences, as a protection from Malaria, are

becoming convinced that they can remain at home with impu-

nity the sickly season through. Some situations in that part of

the State, more remote from the sound and river, and free from

the influences of salt water, continue as before the Inlet was form-

ed, sicklj'-, under those circumstances of season favorable to the

production of intermittent and remittent fevers. We have observ-

ed that within the period mentioned, the town of Washington,

in this State, has been unusually healthy in the sickly season. Ii

is situated on that portion of Pamlico where the water is salt. It

is true the town has within this time been better drained and

kept under an improved system of hygienic regulations, but these

causes are insufficient to account for the whole of that marked
and decided improvement observed in the health o^g^Washington.

Villages and towns some miles higher up the river, where the

salt water does not reach, although subjected to similar sanatory

measures as Washington, and nearly in the same latitude, and

similarly surrounded by heat, moisture, and vegetable decompo-

sition, have not likewise improved in health. Here is a contrast

that it seems to us can only be accounted for by a recognition of

the principle for which we are contending.

From such cases, facts, and authorities, we believe that sail

water possesses salubrious properties; that it tends to counteract,

or neutrahzo the malarious poison which produces periodic dis-

ease. Such testimony is sufficient to fix the conviction, that Dr.

Drake and others are correct when they contend for the salubri-

ous effects of salt water in explanation of the superior healthi-

ness of places in Louisiana and the Mississippi valley, over others

in the same latitude, and surrounded by heat, moisture, and veg-

etable m.atter, as the former. It is from a disbelief in the sanata-

ry influences of salt water, that Dr. Johnson arrays, these places

and others, as arguments against our theory. View them in

their legitimate connexions and relations ; admit the erroneous-

ness of his position as regards salt water, and his cases and ai-

gumenlG offer no weight ?g?.insi the received thcorv.
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We are informed hy those who have^ travelled in Louisiana

and the Mississippi valley, that in some parts of the great father

of rivers, especially towards its mouth, places on the banks, or

" coasts " of this stream, are healthy during the sickly season, in

times of overflows, while swamps, marshes, &c., at some distance

back, are generally pestilential. When the water comes rushing

down at such times, breaking remorselessly over the banks, and

spreading far and wide in all directions, filling these lower pla-

ces with water to stagnate, the citizens regard this as a signal

to move to the "coasts" for protection from sickness. These

banks, or " coasts," are dry ; made so in a very short time by the

rapid retiring back of the water into the river, before it lays long

enough to cause vegetable decomposition adequate to produce

Malaria sufficient to cause sickness. But further back, the water

is confined in the pools and low places, and stagnates amid the

abundant vegetation ; an efficient decomposition results to cause

the general sickness usually prevailing at these times around and

about such situations. The same state of things as to cause and

effect, ofter attends freshets in the Cape Fear and other streams

in this section of our State.

Dr. Johnson's quotation from "Johnson on Change of Air," rel-

ative to the exemption of the Jews in Rome from Malaria, is in-

correct. He fails to give the true meaning of the author. If

Dr. Johnson will read " Johnson on Change of Air," and the work

on the Diseases of Tropical Climates, he will see the perversion

he has given to the language and meaning of the latter writer.

Hear him in his own words in explanation of the reason why
the Jews are exempt from malarious diseases. " The policy

which induces the Romans to keep a portion of the population

in a state of greater impurity than their own, is more human
than humane ;

but it is a disgusting principle in Papal politics

to circumscribe and condense their Hebrew subjects within a nar-

row and stinking boundary on the banks of the Tiber, while

grass, and weeds, and wild beasts are taking possession of sev-

eral of the ^even hills ! Shame on the Vicegerent of Christ !

flow will he meet the looks of Moses and Aaron, 'of Abraham

and of Solomon—of the divine and benevolent Author of the

Religion which he professes, when he goes to the judgment seat

himself, and is asked if he has proclaimed and practised peace
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R.id good 'u'lil lo ins fellow creatures en eanii ? That the '• cho-

sen people " incurred the displeasure, and experienced the chas-

tisement of their God, is manifest from profane as well as sacred

history; but that man should claim the prerogative of his Maker^

and take upon himself to visit the sins of the fathers, not only on

the " third and fourth generations," but to the end of time, is an

impious assumption which will assuredly recoil on himself, in the

shape of retributive justice from Heaven. This retribution is ev»

idently in operation at the present moment, and v/ill not cease till

the desolation of the Eternal City is complete. The preservation

o( the Jews themselves in the pestiferous nook into which they

are crowded, on the banks of the Tiber, would look like a mira-

cle; but

Nee Deus infersit nisi dignus vindicc nodus.

This very condensation of the Israelites in their own nlth, and in

a low and sheltered site, preserves them from a v/orse evil—the

deadly Malaria of the higher and more open parts of the city."

The author is on the subject of Pellagra, when he speaks of the

Jews quarter being the " dirtiest and filthiest in Rome," to show

that dirt does not contribute to this frightful disease
; and the

cause of their escape from Malaria, is given in these extracts.

—

" The inhabitants who have to stand the brunt of the summer's

suns, as well as the winter's colds, are wise in building the houses

high and the streets narrow, as affording the surest and most

effectual protection against the fierce solar beams, the suffocating

sirocco, the chilling tramontane—and last, not least, the deadly

Malaria. Those, therefore, who inhabit the Corso, the Yivia Ba-

buino, or the . Strada di Ripettn, pay dearly in summer for the-

fresh air which they enjoy in winter, as compared v/ith that

which is breathed by the Roman population in general." And
the same view will hold true, v,'e believe, in reference to the towns

and cities in our own counti;y. In the towns and cities of th&

South are not those who reside on the hills anrl outskirts, more

subject to fevers than those who live in the more condensed, cen-

tral, and populous parts?

Dr. Johnson refers to the occurrence of fevers up the country,^

and in mountainous regions, as an objection to the prevailing

theory. We have knov.m of some, and heard of many cases

of autumnal fever occurring in the upper country, but as a gen
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eral ihing ihev ^trf- met wuh m the viciniiy of creeks and mill

ponds ; or ehe occur under those circumstances of hills laad

mountains already adverted to and explained, as producing Ma-

laria competent to cause fevers.

The town of Nashville, m INash county, in this State, for many
years after its location and settlement, was viewed as one of more

than ordinary healthfulness. It was free from Malaria, and so

heahhy, that it was resorted to by citizens in the lower country

as a summer retreat, [n process of time, a mill was erected a

short distance south of the town, and since then, febrile diseases

are as common in autumn, among the inhabitants of that place,

as they are in any of the lower counties in the State.

In 1822, as gentlemen of intelligence and veracity inform us,

it was universally and remarkably sickly in the city of Raleigh.

Endemic fever, of an obvious malarious origin, prevailed there to

a great extent. A great number died. There was considera-

ble excitement on the subject throughout Raleigh and vicinity.

What caused this unexpected visitation of sickness ? What spread

this gloom and excitement over the community ? A mill had a

short time previous been erected near the city. It was the em-

anations from this mill pond that produced the sickness, accor-

ding to the opinions of the Raleigh physicians at that day. This

pond w^as only a short distance from the town, and the heat and

moisture decomposing the vegetable matter therein and therea-

bouts, gave rise to those pestiferous exhalations. So well con-

vinced were the Commissioners of Raleigh of this, that after

full investigation and deliberation, they were about to institute a

suit in, law against the owner of the mill. It was an injury and

a nuisance to which the citizens would not submit. The matter

was however compromised by the Commissioners pa^'ing the

owner of the mill some two thousand dollars, on condition that

he would break up his mill. This he did in 1823. The same

gentleman owned another mill on the same creek, about three

miles from Raleigh, and in a short distance of his own residence.

In 1827-8 his own family became to be very sickly with fevers.

Several of them died. He was thoroughly convinced now
that it was the mill pond which caused the sickness, and to avoid

future attacks of fever, he broke up this mill in 1829. About
three years since, this properly fell into the hands of new own-
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fvs, who determined lo rebuild the mili, No sooner did they

commence operations than the family residing near, not forgetful

of the past, filed a bill in equity against them. The matter re-

mained in this situation about a year, and the idea of rebuilding

the mill was abandoned. Whether the " glorious uncertainty of

the law" would have justified this wholesale manufactory of

this subtle agent of death. Malaria, in obedience to the cupidity

and sordid passions of a few, to the destruction of the health and

lives of many, is not known.

But we must not trespass on your time by further following,

in detail. Dr. Johnson, in his arguments. We fear we have al-

ready wearied your patience. An opinion so deeply seated in

the profession as the one he combats, can be overthrown only by

a great accumulation of forcible evidence, such as he falls far

short of giving. His method of reasoning may be true enough,

but his arguments are not correspondingly strong. The weak
points in them consist in his assumption that in the instances and

cases given and quoted by him, a perfect identity of conditions oc-

curred. He admits that the particular poison, if one exists, is so

attenuated or rare, that it has therefore escaped chemical detec-

tion ; and yet, let it be borne in mind, the inference follows, from

what he says, that in every one of the cases given by him, where

fever should have been, and v/as not, tlie poison 7nust have been

present ! We submit that we have adduced evidence, clearly es-

tablishing, that although a certain degree of heat, moisture, and

vegetable matter, are necessary to produce and extricate Mala-

ria, it does not follow that there may not exist counteracting con-

ditions and circumstances sufficient to prevent at the same time,

its generation and extrication to a degree sufficient to cause dis-

ease. Such conditions and circumstances may have been attend-

ants upon the places and cases brought forward by him, and the

inference is clear that they were. Unless it can be shown that

an absolute identity existed in all the conditions in the different

cases and places brought forward by him, his arguments must

necessarily fall to the ground. That such an identity cannot be

shown to exist is clearly obvious.

He makes a very fair showing, as we have already said. But

let it not be forgotten that, nearly all the authorities quoted by

him are equally strong against him. Indeed, if he had given us

9
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all their sayings on the subject, we shoulil at oncf r-.ee that they

are advocates of the malarious theory of disease. If these au-

thors, arrayed by Dr. Johnson in support of his negative position,

can be allov/ed to speak in full for themselves, they will be found,

nearly every one, to be decided advocates and friends of the old

theory. Grounds on which the profession have rested since the

days of the immortal Lancisi, are not to be subverted by ridicule,

denunciation, and ex-parte statements. A theory supported by

the records of medicine and the experience of mankind, and en-

dorsed by a host of the most illustrious names that emblazon the

temple of medical science, cannot be set aside without better ar-

guments, more clearly defined cases, and stronger testimony^ than

Dr. Johnson has jet brought forward. Our theory has, for its

basis, truth, the only consistent and durable thing in this world.

Thus established, it can bid defiance to all opposition. Amid ail

the changes of time and fluctuations and instability of human
opinions ; amid all the opposing and conflicting systems and the-

ories of the past and present, it has uniformly and consistently

maintained its ground. It has asserted and maintained its su-

premacy in every trial and emergency
;
in every instance it has

triumphantly withstood

" The battle and the breeze."

(The truth of the doctrines of the theory seems to shine the bright-

er after every ordeal through which it has passed, and looms up,

pure and perpetual, like the vestal fire upon the Persian altar.)

The familiar grounds of its defence, contained in the books,

further than we have adverted to, we deem it unnecessary now

to go over. Every one is familiar with them, and it would be

superfluous to allude to them any further, before this learned

body of medical gentlemen.

As to the weight of Malaria, its capacity to cross streams, to

climb mountains, to resist the wind in its travels, and the like,

authors entertain some differences of opinion it is true. But

these, and such like diflferences of belief among medical gentle-

men, affect not the truth of the existence of that peculiar exha-

lation, that invisible something, which they all agree in calling

the same specific poison. That some differences and discrepan-

cies should exist among the advocates of the malarious origin of

disease, is perfectly natural, and rightly considered, it militates

i
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nothing against its truth. The richness of tlie landscape pro-

duces different impressions on the beholders, though all admit and

admire its beauty. The scenery of the earth and of the heavens

produce different impressions on different minds, though all will

admit the order and beauty in which nature has clothed her

works. These trifling differences affect not the fundamental

principle of the theory, that a proper amount of heat, moisture,

and vegetable decomposition will generate Malaria. Under all

the circumstances, and when the different impressions which

almost every man has of every important subject, is considered,

there is a striking coincidence of sentiments and opinions among

its advocates, rather strengthening in fact, than weakening its

truth.

It derives some support from popular belief alone, so often cor-

rect, when formed, as in this case, on experience. The ancients

were believers in the malarious origin of disease. Their law-

givers framed laws exempting from taxation every one who

drained a marsh. These laws were faithfully observed. The

great pains they took to rid themselves of these poisonous eman-

ations suggest useful hints to many of our modern law-makers.

Homer, the immortal Grecian bard, who will animate the

hearts of men, and be fondly remembered, so long

" As pity melts us or as passion warms,"

was a believer in the doctrine. He was a great observer, and

had fine opportunities for observation. He had reference to Ma-

laria when in writing of the sickness of the Grecian army en-

camped before the walls of Troy, he said,

" On dogs and mules the infection first began,

And last the vengeful arrows fixed in man."

And Virgil, too, unsurpassed in his day as an accurate observ-

efj had reference to the same poison when he makes his hero,

xEneas, speak as follows of the sickness of his followers in the

Ljland of Crete

:

% " When rising vapours choke the wholesome air,

"And blasts of noisesomo winds corrupt the year,

The trees devouring caterpillars bum
;

Parched was the graoS and blighted was the coiii.

Nor escape the beasts; fur Sirius liom on high,

With pootilenlial heat inteals the sky,

3iymtu -suuic la!!, the re^t m fevtr- try."
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In the South, where more interest is felt in the subject than at

the North, the people generally contruct their residences in ref-

erence to their freedom from malarious influence. The inhabi-

tants of the southern States know well that health in a very

great degree depends on the selection of sites for their houses.

We see them making wise discriminations in fixing them, though

io-norant of theories of disease. Before locating their dwellings,

we see them exploring swamps, mill ponds, low grounds, and

marshes ;
looking well at their topography and general situation.

And when they are finished, you will generally, if the district is

malarious, find their houses on some barren hill, with a dry^ san-

dy base, even though the occupant is obliged to walk a mile or

more every day to his corn field. In these cases nature and ex-

perience teach the people wise lessons, though ever so ignorant

of medical theories. It follows then that our theory is sustained

by the blended authority of the profession and of popular senti-

ment in ancient and in modern times.

Believing that the views on which the doctrine rests, are sound,

we conceive that the public interests, as well as the truths of sci-

ence, demand that they should be vindicated from all heterodox

notions, that in some form or shape are always seeking to under-

mine the fabric of true eclectic medicine. On the grounds that

they are correct, are framed and maintained, those Hygienic

laws, drainage, removal of impurities, cleanliness, &c., so wisely

instituted in so many villages, towns, and cities, that are frequent-

ed by malarious fevers. Wherever these rules and regulations

are properly carried out, we believe that the pubhc authorities of

this and other 'towns will bear us out in the ^assertion, that they

are attended with much good, in promoting the public health.

On this point there cannot exist the shadow of a shade of doubt.

The regret and misfortune is that better police regulations do not

exist in most of our southern towns to free them from malarious

influences. It is strange that our pubhc authorities do not wake

up to the importance of Hygiene. The subject addresslfe itself

with much force to the increased attention of those who make

and execute ouy laws. The prosperity of every community is

intimately connected with the public health of its people. Those

laws and doctrines of political economy which our statesmen

and advocates of internal improvements are urging as the best
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means of improving the commerce, agriculture, manufactures,

wealth, and population of the land, overlook, to a sad and re-

markable degree, those sanatory provisions necessary to promote

the health and protect the lives of the people. Human health

and human life are too cheap entirely, if the legal enactments,

made and proposed, for their preservation, are indicative of their

worth. Health and life, are in value, above and beyond all earth-

ly things, and it is the duty of the Government, from motives of

expediency, as well as of humanity, to pass proper and suitable

laws for their protection.

This vigorous agent of death, Malaria, continues its ravages

in many of the fairest regions of the globe. It continues to pro-

duce the malarious physiognomy, the jaundiced eye, the tumid

abdomen, the depressed spirits, the stunted growth, and the short-

ened Hfe, characteristic of so many persons who live in a mala-

rious region. Under the influence of the domain of agriculture,

'

and of enlightened views of Hygiene, it is losing its hold more
and more in many of its old accustomed haunts.'' But still, its

destructive ravages are witnessed and felt to a great and fearful

extent. Of thousands of places and otherwise fair regions, may
it in all truth be said, in reference to each, as a beautiful writer

has so well said of another pestilential locality : "The frail ten-

ement of the immortal mind is here a living carion on which the

vultures of Malaria prey, for months and years, before the friend-

ly grave interposes its arm of protection against their tortuous

depredations. The punishment of Prometheus is no fable. It

is here verified to the letter." Large portions of the earth are

rendered uninhabitable by it. It has made the Eternal City a
modern Babylon of ruins. It has swept off more of the human
race than ever perished by the sword and famine. It spares no

age, sex, nor condition. If subject to physical laws, as it would
seem to be, surely its nature will yet be known. The discover-

ies of the times shed forth fond anticipations around the darkness

and obscurity which yet hide it from chemical knowledge. It is

hoped that it will not much longer elude the discovery of the

inquiring nature of man. Whoever lays open its subtle essence

will secure an immortahty of honor for himself, and do an inesti*

mable amount of good for the welfare, health, and happiness of

mankind. He ^ill hand down one of the most brilliant tri-
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umpIiEJ, distinguished with more permanent good to the human
family, than has been hitherto won upon the field of science, not

even excepting the useful discoveries of a Harvey, a Jenner, a

Walt, or a Franklin.

I



c.

A SKETCH
Of the Topography and of the Diseases which have Prevailed in the

Toivn of Wilmington^ N. C, during the decad-e embraced by the

years 1841 and 1850,

The Town of Wilmington. N. C, is situate on the eastern bank

of the river Cape Fear, at the distance of thirty miles from its

mouth, in latitude 34° 14' and longitude 77° 58'. It has a river

front of two miles in length, and its corporate limits extend some-

thing more than a mile at right angles to the river.

The site occupied by the town consisted originally of a series

of sand hills, terminating in bluffs on the margin of the river,

and intersected at irregular distances of three or four hundred

yards by small streams with swampy margins, which taking

their rise from the sand hill, followed a more or less direct course

to the river.

In the progress of improvement, most of these swampy rivu-

lets have been filled up, though there are still many places of a

similar kind within the precincts of the town, which, with a due

regard to its sanitary condition, cannot be much longer over-

looked.

Though the surface occupied by the town is very irregular, its

main streets, running eastwardly, have a gradual ascent until

they reach a pretty level sandy plateaux, above the origin of the

small streams just mentioned, which has an elevation of thirty

to forty feet above the level of the river, thus affording great fa-

ciUties for surface drainage, The soil is sandy, underlaid by a

limestone formation, evidently of marine origin, which " crops

out" at several points within the limits of the town near the mar-

gin of the river.

The streets are laid oli at right angles and are abundantly

wide, but too scantily supplied with shade trees, so- essential to

the comfort and health of towns in warm latitudes. There is

also an entire absence of public squares, a great original over-

sight, and one likely to be severely felt, should it ever become
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compactly built up and occupied by a den:'e population. The

town is abundantly supplied with water from springs and wells,

both public and private. The water in the lower part of the

town is of inferior quality.

Directly opposite the town, is a low alluvial island about five

miles long and two miles wide, a considerable portion of which

is devoted to the cultivation of rice. A small part of it is still

covered by the original forest, consisting of cypress, ash, black

gum, bay, and other trees, with an undergrowth of reeds, flags,

and other acquatic plants. The entire island is flooded by the

tide, except a small strip on the river margin immediately oppo-

site the town, which has been artificially elevated by the construc-

tion of wharves. The same general description is applicable to

ihe river margin on its western side below the town : the whole

constituting what is technically called " tide swamp." This

swampy river margin below the town, is very nearly in the range

of the prevailing winds of summer.

The population of the town, according to the census of 1850,

was 7,100.

The sanitary condition of the place has undoubtedly under-

gone a great improvement within the past fifteen or twenty years,

but the want of reliable statistical data, makes it impossible to

institute any accurate comparison between its present and former

condition in this respect.

The amelioration has however certainly been very great, and

its improved hygoenic condition may, I think, be attributed to the

filling up of the low swampy branches and lagoons which for-

merly existed in the heart of the town, and the improved condi-

tion of its river margin now constituting Water street.

The frequent fires with which the place has been visited, and

the improvements consequent upon them, have also probably been

of benefit in this respect.

CLIMATE,

The climate may, I think, very properly be called warm verg-

ing into temperate. The mean temperature of several years is

50"=^ of Farrenheit. The mean temperature of Summer is 80° 30'

;

that of Winter 53° 30'. Tlio winter's are variable but generally

mild. Snow is of rare occurrence, and seldom remains on the

ground more than a day, often only a fevv^ hours.
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The summer is warm, but its" heat is greatly tempered by

pleasant breezes from the ocean, which are of almost uniform

daily occurrence, beginning generally about 9 or 10 o'clock, A.

M., and continuing until long after sunset.

The mornings are often sultry and the nights oppressive. No
observations have been made to ascertain the amount of rain

which fails. During the summer months, we have frequent, al-

most daily showers, generally accompanied with lightning and

thunder.

DISEASES.

The great Endemic of southern climates, Billious Remittent

Fever, claims the first place in the notice of the diseases of this

locality.

This form of fever never fails to make its periodical appear-

ance in the summer and autumnal months, often beginning as

early as June and remaining with us until the occurrence of frost,

which generally takes place about the latter part of October.

Though generally very uniform in its symptoms, it presents

greater or less diversity of aspect in different years, rarely chang-

ing its phasis, however, to such an extent as to render its diag-

nosis a matter of any difiiculty.

For the last few years, it has been almost uniformly of a mild

type, very rarely presenting the severe gastric and hepatic de-

rangements which constituted such troublesome and dangerous

complications in former year% I recollect but a solitary instance,

within this period, in which this form of fever was attended with

a gastro duodenetis, which extending along the hepatic duct and

its ramifications through the %er, give rise to such an entire sus-

pension of its function, as to cause the retention of the constitu-

ents of the biliary secretion in the blood, thus inducing that yel-

lowness of the skin, which some twenty or thirty years ago, was
a not unfrequent symptom in the worst cases of this form of fe-

ver, and which allied it closely both in the popular and profess-

ional mind with the yellow fever of the tropics.

Whether the marked abatement in the violence of billious re-

mittent fever of this locahty, has arisen from the improved hygienic

condition of the town, or to a naturally milder type of the dis-

ease, is not easy to determine satisfactorily.

We of the present day flatter ourselves that we are in possess-

10
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ion of a more efFicient. mode of treatment than was formerly in

use, and our older practitioners, whose experience extends back

from thirty to fifty years, coincide with us upon thijj point. We
verily believe that the improved remedial management of remit-

tent fever furnishes a striking and cheering exemphfication, among

many others, of the fact that practical medicine is steadily im-

proving, notwithstanding the continual fluctuations of theoretical

medicine. We think that sufficient time has elapsed to justify

this conclusion, sustained as we are by the concurrent sense of

the profession in all sections of the country where this form of

fever is endemic.

It is almost a work of supererrogation to state to this Society

that the mastery which we have attained over this and other

forms of periodical fever is attributable solely to a more enlarged

knowledge of the remarkable powers of Gluinine and its mode

of administration. For a long time after the discovery of this

potent principle of the Cinchona family of plants, it continued

to be but a substitute for the cruder material, and like it was re-

garded as a mere auxiliary (though a powerful one) in the man-

agement of this class of diseases. While the lancet, emetics,

cathartics, sudorifics, effervescing draughts and cold effusion?

constituted the regular ar7)iamentum medicorum^ Gluinine was

held in reserve, to secure the advantages obtained by their means

and confirm the cure. But experience has now satisfied us that

Quinine is entitled to the rank of the febrifuge remedy jp<xr excel-

lence^ while the other measures rci^rred to assume the place of

mere adjuvantia.

In cases of much severity, or m which alarming indications

present themselves, the abortive nSthod of treatment by the rapid

induction of a state of Cinchonism, has become a favorite mode

of prescribing the drug. It has rarely been found necessary here

m order to produce this effect, to resort to the very large doses

which have recently been so strongly recommended in southern

medical periodicals and elsewhere. In the vast majority of the

cases which occur in this locality, the system may be brought

sufficiently under its influence by doses of from two to five grains

every hour or two, until the muffled ear gives token of its pecu-

liar impression upon the nervous and through it upon the vascular

system.
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The class of cases m which 1 have found the speedy induction

of a state of Cinchonism most essential, is that which occurs

among children, attended with convulsions, (febris rem. convulsiv.)

The second or third paroxysm, in this class of cases, is so apt to

be ushered in by a convulsion, which seems to replace the cold

stage of the same disease in adults, and which is always an al-

arming symptom, as to make it prudent to cut short the disease

at once, by bringing the system very rapidly under the potent in-

fluence of the Febrifuge.

Though Gluinine has the power of arresting fever before local

inflammations, or congestions have been induced, its salutary ope-

ration is generally obstructed by such occurrences. Hence it

should be administered concurrently with the local and general

remedies indicated by such complications, or after they have been

relieved.

The ordinary cerebral and lumbar pains which invariably ac-

company fever, do not contra-erradicate its use. On the contrary,

they are speedily relieved by it, and in many cases, without the

use of any of the ordinary adjuvantia. But when of more than

usual severity, or persistent in duration, it should be aided by
local depletion and cold applications to the head. When there

are evident systems of gastrelis, as indicated by extreme irritabil-

ity of the stomach, especially when accompanied by the vomit-

ing of a glairj', white of agg like fluid, local depletion, a bhster

to the epigastrium and ice ad libitum^ will be found almost in-

dispensible preparatory or co-operative measures.

The symptomatology and pathology of this form of fever so

plainly point to the liver as an organ which bears in a large de-

gree the onus of the malady, as to make it important that we
should not overlook it, or neglect the remedies which ample ex-

perience has furnished us with for the purpose of rectifying its

disordered functions.

I have, I think, occasionally witnessed the sad consequences

of such neglect, arising from too exclusive a reliance on the re-

medial powers of Gtuinine.

The congestive variety of this fever, at least in its graver forms,

is of exceedingly rare occurrence in this locality, and the highly

inflammatory type is not of very frequent occurrence.

Typhoid Fever.—If we are to regard the rose colored exan-
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them as pathognomonic of this form of fever, so far as my obser-

vation extends, it never occurs here. We have, however, occa-

sional cases of a form of fever closely allied to it, in many of its

features, such as a frequent weak, compressible pulse, a dry

brown tongue, with red edges and a peculiar delirium lapsing

into coma in its advanced stages.

Typhoid form of Billious Fever.—Remittent fever, when

neglected or badly treated in its earlier stages, will sometimes

run into what has been characterized as its typhoid form. Un-

der such circumstances it assumes features bearing quite a stri-

king resemblance to idiopathic typhoid fever. It loses its remit-

tent type and becomes a continued fever, marked by delirium of

a rambling kind, a frequent and feeble pulse, a dry glazed tongue,

with red edges, sordes on the teeth, not unfrequently tympamtic

distention of the abdomen, with a loose state of the bowels.

So striking a resemblance between these two forms of fever,

would seem to indicate the existence of a cause common to both.

In the typhoid form of billious fever, there appears to exist a

sub-acute form of inflammation of the mucous surface of the in-

testines, with a vitiated state of the circulating fluid, arising prob-

ably from the retention of matters which should be excreted.

Drs. Swett, of the New York, and Stewardson, of Philadelphia

Hospitals, in their examination of fatal cases of billious fever,

never found the glands of Peyer or other intestinal folhcles in a

diseased condition, and appear to regard a peculiar morbid con.

dition of the liver, in which that organ assumes a bronzed or

olive color, as the essential anatomical character of this disease.

Other observers, however, (among them Dr. Giddings, of Charles-

ton,) have discovered evidences of follicular inflammation, termi-

nating occasionally in ulceration, especially in the glands of

Peyer, in the lower end of the illeum.

Recent observers and writers upon typhoid fever, consider that

disease as essentially a blood poisoning from some form of ani-

mal contagion, resulting in inflammation and ulceration of the

solitary and agminated glands of the intestines.

But notwithstanding the external features and the morbid an-

atomy of these two forms of fever bear so close a resemblance to

<each other, there is doubtless some essential diflferenee between

them, for while looal depletion, with warm fomentations to the
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abdomen, together with small doses of calomen and opium will

often exert a marked salutary influence in cases of typhoid bil-

lious fever, the idiopathic form of the disease has appeared to

me to run its course almost entirely uninfluenced by such meas-

ures.

The not unfrequent success of this mode of treatment, would

seem to afford confirmation of the correctness of the views of Drs.

•Swett and Stewardson, with regard to its " essential anatomical

character."

Cholera Infantum.—This form of disease is like fever of uni-

form occurrence in this locality and prevails to a greater or less

extent every spring and summer. It is rarely fatal in its earlier

stages, but when the cases become protracted, they are often

found very difficult to manage.

From some trials which I have made of the Oxide of Bismuth,

I am disposed to regard it as a valuable remedy in the latter sta-

ges of the disease. It may be given in doses of from three to

five grains or more " ter in die." The formula which I have used

is that of the Comp, Chalk mixture of the Dispensatory substi-

tuting the Sub. Nit. Bismuth for the Creta. Pp.

Pleuritis and Pneumonia are of frequent occurrence in the

winter and spring, especially among the negro population, who
are much exposed to the inclemencies of the weather. The pro-

priety of the treatment of Pneumonia by large doses of Tart.

Emetic, though sustained by very high authority, is beginning,

I think, very justly to be called in question by some judicious

practical observers. It is unquestionably a valuable remedy in

the earlier stages of the disease, but it is too potent a poison to

be given with as lavish a hand as is recommended by Rasori and

Thomasini and their disciples of the contra stimulant schooL

After bloodletting, a much speedier and more decidedly salutary

impression is, I thmk, made on the disease by obtaining its full

Emetico Cathartic effect. The popular plantation prescription

of Salts and Tartar, is an admirable one. Independent of its

general antiphlogestic effects, the liver, which in this locahty at

least is generally more or less disordered in this disease, is thor-

oughly emulged by it.

The long continued use, however^ of this drug in rapidly m-
crea:iing doses, until the tolerance of large doses is Cctablished,
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IS certai'iily liable to induce gastritis and a tympanitic distension

of the abdomen will occasionally reveal the mischief produced

by it.

A careful administration of the Antimonials in connection with

Calomel and Opium, after sufficient vascular depletion, I have

found in general a much more satisfactory plan of treatment.

Typhoid Pneumonia.—Idiopathic typhoid pneumonia is of rare

occurrence here. It more frequently happens that tlie ordinary

form of the disease assumes the typhoid type, characterized by

muttering delirium, a feeble pulse and dry tongue.

In such cases the Iodide of Potassium will often exercise a de-

cided power in controlling the disorder. So marked was the sal-

utary operation of this drug in the first case in which I adminis-.

tered it, that I am induced to insert a short abstract of it.

The case had been treated actively at the start by bloodletting

several times repeated, by antimonials, purgatives and blisters.

On the sixth day of the disease, the respiration was labored and

frequent, expectoration rust colored and rather scanty, tongue

dry and brown in the centre, with red edges, cheeks darkly flush-

ed, together with delirium. The Garb. Amonia Julep, with Infus

Supentciria was prescribed and continued for twenty four hours,

with no apparent benefit. Under these circumstances, I resolved

to make trial of the Iodide. It was accordingly administered in

doses of four grains, every third hour, in solution. In twenty

four hours the improvement in the case was so great, that I re-

garded the patient as convalescent, and under the use of this

remedy alone, for a few days longer, the recovery was established:

A novel, feature to me in this case, was the almost entire ces-

sation of the expectoration, with the improvement in all the other

symptoms.

So rapidly was the power of the remedy over the morbid, con-

idition of the lungs exerted, as to render unnecessary the expec-

doration usually regarded as an essential part of the curative pro-

cess.

Within the last ten years I have administered this remedy in

many cases of ordinary acute Pneumonia, after free depletion by

the lancet and often with decided benefit. 1 sometimes combine

it with Antimonials, but generally alternate the remedies. In

some caaes it has not appeared to be ;iervicable and I rarely con-

#
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tinue its use for a longer period than twenty four hou?Sj unless it

seems to be decidedly salutary. I consider it well worthy of a

more extensive trial by the profession.

Dysentery.—Sporadic cases of Dysentery occur pretty reg-

ularly in spring and autumn and perhaps the cases are sufficient-

ly numerous during some seasons to entitle it to be considered

epidemic. It is undoubtedly to be ranked among the endemic or

climatic diseases of this locality. It is for the most part quite

amenable to treatment, but cases do sometimes occur, almost

equalHng in severity the tropical form of the disease.

Scarlatina.—For the last ten years we have had regular vis-

itations of this disease. Previous to the j^ear 1835, I am inform-

ed that Scarlet Fever was so rarely seen, as scarcely to be re-

garded as a disease of this locaHty. It prevailed during that

year as an epidemic and every year since a few sporadinc cases

have occurred in the spring, so that it may now be regarded as

having attained a fixed " local habitation " amongst us. In the

year 1846 it prevailed extensively and was very fatal in its at-

tacks. It was also epidemic in 1848. During the present year
(1852) it has prevailed to a considerable extent. The severer ca-

ses of this disease do not yield to medical treatment. Very bad
cases will occasionally recover, but cannot be said to be cured.

The animal poison which is presumed to produce the disease, is

of so virulent and acrid a nature, that if a larger quantity is im-

bibed, or if the condition of the fluids is such that a larger quan-
tity is generated by a process of Zymosis than can be thrown off

by the natural emunctories, the system is almost as certain to

succumb to its influence as it is to a large dose of a vegetable or

mineral poison.

Rubeola.—Measles has been epidemic two or three times du»
ring the last ten years. It has been uniformly of a mild type,

rarely requiring professional attendance,

Phthysis Pulmonalis.—Though this disease can hardly be

regarded as a climatic malady, it occurs sufficiently often to ex-

plode the notion which has sometimes been promulgated, of a
natural antagonism between it and ague. Its less extensive prev-

alence in aguish localities, must, I apprehend, be attributed to

more general causes and not to any presumed antidotal or proph-

ylactic influence of Malaria.
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Minor Epidemics.—Pemphigus. During the summer of 1846

so many cases of this form of eruptive fever occurred as fairly to

entitle it to the character of an epidemic After a mild fever of

two or three days, an eruption of vesicles and bulloe, with red

margins and filled with a transparent watery fluid, made its ap-

pearance over a large portion of the body. The contents of the

vesicles were discharged by rupture of the epidermic envelope

and dessicated. In some rare instances they degenerated into

troublesome phagladenic ulcers, which were not healed without

frequent applications of the nitrate of silver. No fatal case oc-

curred to my knowledge.

Jaundice.—The year 1847 was characterized by the extensive

prevalence of Jaundice during the summer and autumnal months.

There was at the same time a remarkable exemption from the

ordinary fevers of the season. Whether the morbific cause or

causes which ordinarily produce intermittent and remittent fevers

had any agency in the production of the epidemic Iceterus, I will

not undertake to determine. It may be regarded as highly prob-

able, inasmuch as the Jaundice seemed to replace the ordinary

endemic disease. If we are correct in ascribing it to such agen-

cy, it furnishes a rare example of the action of the morbific cause

of fever on a single organ of the system. The summer and fall

of 1847 were not remarkable for any striking meteorological pe-

cuharities which could account for the appearance or production

of the disease. Its type was for the most part very mild, but

few persons being confined to bed with it and in many cases it

was treated by domestic remedies alone. A mild mercurial ca-

thartic, or an emetic, seemed to be all that was required in the

great majority of cases. The more obstinate cases yielded to

the Iodide of Potassium. In same cases, Quinine was found to

be a useful remedy.

Paronychia existed as an epidemic during the fall of 1851.

Dr. Morgan reports in the last January number of the Am. Jour,

of Med. Sciences, a similar epidemic as prevailing in Washington

City during the summer of the same year. Many very severe

cases occurred here, and secondary attacks were not unfrequent.

In common with almost the whole State of North Carolina, we
have escaped the scourge of Asiatic Cholera. In the summer of

1848, there was an unusual tendency to disorder of the bowels,
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and perhaps a greater number of cases of ordinary Cholera Mor-

bus than usual, but no case of Cholera Asphyxia was observed.

The same observation will apply, I believe, to the epidemic of

1835. This locality may be said, I think correctly, to enjoy a

remarkable exemption from Calculus disorders. I am not able

to call to mind more than three or four cases of Nephretic Cholic,

followed by the expulsion of calculus concretions from the blad-

der, as occurring in a somewhat extensive practice of ten years.

I do not know how this accords with the observation and expe-

rience of the other members of the profession here.

I have thus in a hasty and imperfect manner presented the So-

ciety an outline of the diseases which have prevailed in this re-

gion of the State, during the decade embraced by the years 1841

and 1850, drawn up during such intervals as could be snatched

from pressing professional avocations. The task was undertaken

without proper statistical facts, or regularlj' recorded observations,

and solely with the hope that it may induce other members of

this body, to prepare for the Society, a description of the climate,

topography and diseases of their respective locahties, and that

in this manner a body of important facts and useful information

may be accumulated reciprocally beneficial, and from which
something useful and creditable to the State may ultimately be

educed.

11
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Mr, President and

Gentlemen of the State Medical Society.

In the performance of the duty assigned me on the present oc-

casion I shall perhaps disappoint your expectations in the selec-

tion of a subject not strictly medical, as I fear I shall in the man-

ner of its discussion. Without the aid of extensive libraries and

infirmaries, and the more recent report of cases occurring among

lis, it would be vain on my part to attempt to interest you in the

consideration of medical topics, which can be found treated in

far more agreeable and instructive forms in the standard works

and periodicals of the day.

On the other hand, the present period is one pecuharly appro-

priate for the promulgation of the facts and suggestions about to

be submitted ; they are of the highest importance, and more so

to the public than to the profession, and although they are famil-

iar to most of you, it is hoped you will not object to meet with

old acquaintances where their presence may be useful, because

you have previously known their worth.

More than three quarters of a century has elapsed since it was

proclaimed to the world in the solemn announcement of our binh

as a nation, that '-life, liberty, and the pursuits of happiness, were

the inalienable rights of man," and very soon thereafter, the peo-

ple of North Carolina, in order to secure and protect these ines-

timable privileges, established their State government, thereby

consenting not only to surrender many of their natural rights, but

to contribute, of their substance, the amount necessary to sustain

the institutions of their choice. Have the agents to whom they

have entrusted the powers of government, done all that was ex-

pedient and practicable, to carry out the grand object of our asso-

ciation as a commonv/ealth ? In a most important particular we

must answer in the negative. A subject of the most profound

and all-pervading interest, and directly affecting life, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness, has been hitherto almost entirely neg-

lected : 1 mean the public health. Heretofore our legislators
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might plead in extenuation of their apathy on this subjectj the

examples of the other f^overnnients of the world, but no.w even

this poor excuse is taken from them, since nearly all the enlight-

ened governments of Europe, and the three leading States of the

Union, viz : New York, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, are

prosecuting, or have commenced the noble work of directing the

energies of the State, guided by the best lights of science to the

prevention of disease and its frequent consequences, poverty, ig-

norance and crime.

What more conclusive evidence could we have of the progress

of the age in civilization and humanity, than to see rulers more

resembling Him under whose divine authority they claim to act,

and in obedience to His precepts, and by an efficient application

of the fixed laws He has impressed on matter, entering the lowly

hovel to restore bloom to the cheek, and strength to the arm of

its humble inmates
;
giving to the stifled and poisoned occupant

of the crowded court and pent up alley, the pure air and light of

heaven, and thus saying to " the pestilence that walketh in dark-

ness and the destruction which wasteth at noon-day," ceasC; des-

troy no more ?

And shall our government, established and supported by the

people for their good, be always behind these aristocratic and

monarchical relics of conquest, and the feudal system in Europe

in a matter afTecting the general welfare ? We believe not. Let

the people be enlightened on the subject, and their strong native

good sense, stimulated by the instinct of self-preservation, will

command their representatives in trumpet tones no longer to neg-

lect the preservation of their lives, liberty and happiness. In

endeavoring to show the importance of this subject, surely it can-

not be necessary to dilate upon the suffering and distress caused

by sickness and death to insist with the poet,

" Nor wealth nor hope,

Nor fame nor power, ^

Can give the heart one cheerful hour,

When health is gone."

Alas ! Sir ; The mere allusion awakens in every mind recol-

lections, that speak to the heart with a mournful strength^ more

eloquent than volumes, though uttered by a '• tongue touched

with celestial lire." Let us then, in accordance with the utilita
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rian spirit of the age and of our people, examine the subject in

the light of pohtical economy, which pervades as yet unrestrain-

ed our whole country, affects by his ravages, labor and capital,

and consequently production and national wealth. The sanitary

committee of Massachusetts truly observe on this point, " debility

and premature death are expensive matters." "They are insep-

arably connected with pauperism, and wherever they occur they

must directly or indirectly be paid for. The city or country

must pay for the sick man's support ; for his food and clothing
;

for medical attendance on him during life ; and for the support of

his widow and children (if he has any) after his death. The

county in which life is precarious pays more taxes than its neigh-

bors of a different sanitary character. An individual who is un-

able to perform a large amount of labor, or no labor at all, is a

less profitable member of society than one who can do whatever

vigorous health allows."

Owing to the great difficulty of obtaining reliable information

on this branch of the subject we can state nothing definite as to

the amount of expenses incurred by the people of North Carolina,

in the public and private support of pauperism, produced by dis-

ease, and of those unable to labor by reason of sickness ; but a

little reflection will teach every one that it must be enormous. I

shall not trespass on your time and patience by long statistical

calculations and tables, but briefly give some of the results arri-

ved at.

Assuming as a basis the mortuary returns of the last census,

returns no doubt very incomplete, and embracing a year known

to us all to have been remarkably healthy, the mortality which

occurred in North Carolina, during the j^ear ending the 1st of

June, 1850, and reasoning from data found to be correct by emi-

nent medical statists, the injury to the State from the loss of la-

bor and other expenses necessarily incident to sickness and death,

will be found not to fall short of half a million of dollars
; but a

large proportion of these deaths occurred in that class of our pop-

ulation, which have a marketable value, and the loss, by their

death, may be estimated with some degree of accuracy. We shall

not exceed the amount if we put this down at half a million more.

There then is a loss to the State amounting in dollars to more than

four times its annual revenue ; but from the nature of the subject,
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and the want of accurate informationj it must be obvious that it is

greatly underrated—that the tale is not half told. Is it not worth

while then at least to inquire if any thing can be done to lessen

this mig-htj'- evil, to diminish so enormous a waste ? Is it not a

subject worthy of the careful consideration of our legislators?

But who can estimate the loss to families and communities from

death ? and how shall we calculate the value of life ? How
appreciate the bereavement, when he who is the support and

guide is taken from the family, leaving to his children no inheri-

tance but poverty' and its too frequent consequences, ignorance

and crime 1 Who can tell how the little bud of promise, the

dew drop which "just sparkled was exhaled and went to heav-

en" might have benefitted and blessed mankind, had it escaped

the ravages of a preventable epidemic 1 But death it has been

said, loves a shining mark. How often a community, a slate, a,

nation, is called upon to mourn the premature loss of a benefac-

tor, whose previous career had given bright promise of a future^

aUke beneficial to his country and glorious to himself?

In this connection, fellow members, it would be gross injustice

to your feelings and mine, should I forbear to pay a passing trib-

ute to the memory of the noble spirits of our own profession, who
fell victims to the recent and preventable epidemics of cholera

and ship fever; men of tried and cultivated minds; of bright pro-

fessional attainments ; of genuine, unflinching moral courage,

who, animated solely by love for their species and a conscious-

ness of duty performed in the pestilential vapor of the crowded

hospital and filthy hovel, met the enemy on its vantage ground

and died, that the poor, the obscure, the degraded might live.

But as they met their fate in saving not destroying human life,

they passed away almost unhonored and unwept, save by their

brethren who knew their w^orth, and those whom nature taught

ever to mourn. Let us while we mourn their untimely fate, imi-

tate their example being well assured that verily, they too" will

have their reward. But admitting all this to be true, the impor-

tant question suggests itself, can any thing be done by legisla-

tive action to prevent disease? To a slight extent, the afiirma-

tive of this proposition has been held and acted upon by the

State. Witness her quarantine laws and certain acts pas^^ed early

m her history, authorizing the corporationb of seaport towns to
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remove fiUh or nuisances likely in their opinion to create disease,

and there are few persons, we presume, who would deny that it

is in the power of the State to prevent small pox from occurring

epidcmicallj'', by enforcing- a general system of vaccination with-

in her bounds. Wh}'- has not this been done? But the investi-

gations and experiments of the eminent and humane men who

have given this subject their attention, have proved beyond all

doubt, that the principles of hygicn are capable of a much wider

application, and that epidemic and endemic, as well as conta-

gious diseases, arc controllable by preventive measures. We
have in the following extracts from the reports on quarantine

from the general board of health in Europe, a conclusive state

ment of facts and arguments on this subject :

—

"Epidemic diseases were formerly universally considered to be

essentially different in their nature, each being thought to depend

on its own specific contagion, and the correctness of this view

seemed to be confirmed by the great apparent diflerence between

typhus, scarlatina, influenza, plague, yellow fever and cholera

;

but whether each of these diseases depends on a peculiar and

specific cause, or whether they all derive their origin from one

common agent, essentially the same in nature, but modified by

peculiarities of climate and other circumstances, and which, un-

der varying conditions, give rise to various forms or types of dis-

•case, each having definite characters and running a particular

.course. Whichever of these views be adopted, it is agreed by

the most eminent investigations, that there is a general resem-

blance between these various forms of disease, and that they have

the following characters in common : They are all fevers
;
they

are all dependant on certain atmospheric conditions ; they all

obey similar laws of diffusion ;
they all infest the same sort of

localities
;
they all attack chiefly the same classes, and for the

most part, persons of like ages ;
and their intensity is increased

or diminished by the same sanitary conditions."

The consideration of these common properties of pestilence^

under whatever former name it may occur, has led to the general

conclusion, that the true safeguard against pestilential diseases

are sanitary measures ; that is to say, measures which tend to

prevent or remove certain conditions, without which pestilential

diseases appear to be incapable of existing.
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The essential condition on which epiJemio disease depends is

the presence of an epidemic atmosphere, without which, it is

now generally admittedj no contagion whether imported or na-

tive, can cause a disease to spread epidemically. The experi-

ence of the present epidemic season affords evidence, that the in-

fluence of an epidemic atmosphere may exist over thousands of

square miles and yet affect only particular localities. The cases

of cholera which occurred in numerous and widely distant parts

of England and Scotland, mark the presence of the epidemic in-

fluence. Yet over this extended area cholera has fixed itself and
prevails as an epidemic only in very few places. Why has it loca-

ted itself in these particular places 1 Probably because it has
there found conditions of a specific kind, either local or personal,

or both. It follows that our true course is to make dillirrent

search for all localizing circumstances, and to remove them, so

as to render the locality untenable by the epidemic.

It has been stated, that however wide the range over which
the influence of any epidemic may extend, it cannot localize it-

self in any particular spot, unless it find these fitting conditions

;

and that by attending to localizing conditions and removing them,

we can avert its attack, or arrest its progress when it does break
out. This most gratifying and encouraging result has been ob-

tained on a large scale in numerous places, with reference to in-

fluenza, typhus and cholera, and the whole tenor of recent expe-

rience, leads to the conclusion that in proportion to the intelli-

gence and energy exerted for the removal and prevention of the

localizing conditions on which the presence of epidemic disease

is now known to depend, we can secure immunity from it.

Thus influenza in 1847, was found to be four times more prev-

alent in some parts of London than in others ; and in the coun-

try, while in some districts almost the entire population were af-

fected, in others not a single individual suffered. The local

conditions on which this extraordinary susceptibility to the dis-

ease, or comparative immunity from it depended, are in a great

measure known and found to be within our control.

In like manner, after a careful examination of the experience

of Hamburg, with reference to the visitation of cholera in 1832,

the general result resting on accurate statistics is that with re-

gard to the same class of the population, there were among
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those residinf^ in the dirt}^ and close parts of the town, five times

as many attacks of cholera, and nearly four times as many

deaths as among those residing in the clean and airy parts of it

that is, irrespective of the condition of poverty, the difference

in the sanitary condition of these two parts of the town, rendered

the same class of inhabitants in the one district, five times more

susceptible to disease than those residing in the other, and in-

creased the actual mortality of the most susceptible fourfold.

But Hamburg accidentally affords a nleans of illustrating the

power of improved local conditions, to secure exemptiori from the

presence of epidemic diseases, during the prevalence of an epi-

demic influence in its highest intensity, by an observation so ex-

act, and on so large a scale as to deserve particular reference to it.

Since the epidemic of 1832, a large portion of Hamburg has

been reduced to ashes by the great fire of 1842, nearly one-third

of the central part of the town having been destroyed. This

part of the city has been reconstructed on a plan avowedly in

conformity with the principles of improvement developed in the

sanitary report ; and though these principles have not been fully

carried out, yet the result of an improved sanitary condition, as

far as it has been realised, is thus stated by McGrainger. " No
statistical report of the epidemic of the present year, 1848, has

yet been published, but after extensive inquires among several

physicians, I am fully justified in stating that the rebuilt part of

Hamburg, has experienced an exemption from cholera, which is

as remarkable as it is important. All the medical men with

whom I conversed upon the subject, expressed themselves une-

quivocally to this effect ; and indeed the thing is so notorious as

to be well known to the inhabitants generally. Mr. Volker^,

whose office enabled him to form a more accurate judgment than

other individuals, since it was his duty to take the addresses of

all the applicants who came to the central bureau, in answer to

my inquiries, states, that from extended observation he had ascer-

tained, that comparing the poor residing in the rebuilt part of the

town, with those living in the old portion, not more than one of

the former had been attacked with cholera for ten of the latter."

Hear, also, how that enhghtencd and liberal British statesman,

the Earl of Carlisle, endorses the statements of the able medical

and commercial men just quoted : " The British Parliament,
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says his lorrlshipj has legislated on the conclusion, submitted with

an accumulation of demonstrable evidence, that the causes of

epidemic, endemic, and contagious diseases are removable, and that

the neglect on the part of the constituted authorities to remove

such causes, as far as they are obviously within their control, is

a punishable offence. The foundation which the legislature has

thus laid for the physical, and consequently for the moral im-

provement of the people, is recognised. Half a century ago, it

was said by a great physician and philanthropist, Rush, that the

time would come, when the Legislature would punish communi-

ties for neglecting the known means of preserving the public

health ;
and that prediction the British Parliament has been the

first to realize."

Dr. Simonds, in his excellent report on the Sanitary condition

of New Orleans, (to which we are indebted for the above quota-

tions) in showing the effect of sanitary improvements, observes :

" Sickness and death is the lot of every organized being ; but

observation and experience have shown that the amount of sick-

ness, and the proportion of deaths, differs widely at different epochs

of life, and in diiferent localities. Though many of the causes

of disease and death are still veiled in obscurity, some have been

so clearly demonstrated, that but Httle hght can hereafter be

thrown upon them. Many of the causes that are known, are re-

movable by the application of the skill and knowledge of man.

By every test that can be proposed, it may be proved that in cer-

tain cases, the amount of sickness and the proportion of deaths

has been diminished by the adoption of proper sanitary measures."

The following extract from the Sanitary Report of Massachu-

setts, will serve for the present to prove this :
" Sanitary improve-

ments in England first began in the navy. It is observed in a

sanitary report, that so dreadful was once the condition of the

royal navy, that in the year 1726, when Admiral Hozier sailed

with seven ships of the line to the West Indies, he buried his

ships' companies twice, and died himself of a broken heart.

Amongst the pictures thus presented, as in Anson's voyages,

1740-'44, were those of deaths to the amount of eight or ten a

day in a moderate ships' company ; bodies sown up in hammocks

and washing about the decks, for want of strength and spirit on

the part of the miserable survivors to cast them overboard.'"' Dr.

12

f
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Johnsoiij in the year 1778, Ihnn def^cribes a nea life ;
" As to the

sailor, when you look down from the quarter deck to the space

below, you see the utmost extent of human misery—such crowd-

ing ! such filth ! such stench ! A ship is a prison, with a chance

of being drowned ; it is worse, worse in every respect ; worse air

;

worse food ; worse company."

In 1779 the proportion of deaths in the loyal navy was 1 in 8

of the employed ; in 1811 the proportion was 1 to 32 of the em-

ployed; and from 1830 to 1836, the average number of deaths,

annually, was 72 of the employed ; and in this calculation the

deaths from all sources are included ;
from wounds, drowning,

and all other external causes, as well as from disease. From the

latter source, the deaths were in proportion as 1 in 85 of the num-

ber emploj^ed, annually. These figures are eloquent beyond any

words that can be employed ; they excite as they are fitted to ex-

cite, especially at first sight, our wonder. They ought, however,

to occasion more gratitude than astonishment, because the causes

of the difference are not difficult to detergnine, and because almost

all that appears in favor of recent times, is due to the superior

intelligence and humanity infused into the administration of the

navy. Equally good effects have followed the sanitary reforms

in the British army. The mortality among the British troops at

Hong Kong, (a very sickly station,) in 1842, was at the rate of

19 per cent, or 190 in 1,000 ; in 1843 it was 22 per cent, or 220

in 1,000; and in 1834 it was 13 1-2 per cent, or 135 in 1,000.

But during these years the garrison was very badly accommo-

ted ;
in 1845 their accommodation was greatly improved and the

mortality diminished to 8 1-2 per cent, or 85 in 1,000 ; and since

that time the troops having been lodged in what may be termed

from their excellence " model barracks," their mortality at once

dropped down to 2 1-2 per cent, or 25 in 1,000 ; a rate not much
exceeding that of stations esteemed healthy. Since the adoption

of the measures proposed by Dr. .Tackson, the diminution in the

rate of sickness and mortality has been such as to justify the

assertion that if this measure had been carried into effect at the

time it was first urged by him, the lives of from 8,000 to 12,000

men would have been saved ; a sufficient lesson, one would

think, to our authorities not to delay the introduction of improve-

ments which experienced medical officers concur in urgently re-
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commending." This shows thai efficient measures will promote

the piibhc health ; and it is equally susceptible of proof that

sickness and death, in an increased degree, and beyond that

which is natural to man, and normal to the locality, is the penalty

that every community must pay for the neglect of those sanitary

requirements that are peculiarly adapted to its situation.

But here we are met by the objection that all this affords no

hopeful prospect that autumnal fevers, the scourge of our south-

ern country, will ever be amenable to hygienic and preventive

measures. But when we consider the bright and rapid progress

which the world has made in scientific discovery, and more espe-

cially in medicine and its collateral sciences in the last twenty

years, we should hesitate to pronounce any future attainment an

impossibility. Nor are we without indications and facts which

go far to justify so desirable an expectation. The overthrow of

the theory of malarious causation which has so long reconciled

medical philosophers to that ignorance which it serves so well to

conceal, will soon constitute a most important epoch in medical

history. The spirit of the age which demands exact and tangi-

ble results in analysis, and some degree of uniformity in the con-

nection between cause and effect, no longer permits us to attrib-

ute such mighty effects to a supposititious agent which modern

chemistry, with all its wonderful improvement, has never been

able to detect, which is governed by no fixed laws, and which

recent experience proves is confined to no local habitation, and

which, strictly speaking, never had a name. But, Sir, I am kick-

ing at the lion so effectually slain by my immediate predecessor,

whose conclusive array of facts and arguments, in addition to

those of the eminent writers both of Europe and our own coun-

try, will disabuse the mind both of the public and of the profess-

ion on this subject, and throw off the incubus which has so long

stifled inquiry. Let this be effected and the true cause of autum-

nal fevers will soon be discovered and demonstrated. And who
can say in advance that it cannot be jremoved, or its effects be

greatly diminished ? Recent facts seem to point strongly to some

modification of the electrical currents of the earth and atmos-

phere as this unknown cause. Should this hypothesis be proved

to be true, who can say that genius, guided by science which has

taught us to snatch lightning from heaven
;
protect our build-
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ings from ils violence ;
make it our private secretary

;
apply it to

various purposes in the arts ; to the cure of the sick
;
and even

to carry it to their bed sides, in our saddle bags and pockets
;

who can assert, I say, that science, patronized by the power of

the State, will not be able to devise means to prevent the morbi-

fic effects of an agent over which it has acquired so astonishing

a control ? This you say is fancy, be it so ; so were once the

lightning rod, the telegraph and the helix. But we are not de-

pendant on hypothetical speculation alone to support the opinion

that the cause of autumnal fevers may be removed, or its effects

greatly diminished. For, however its nature may be veiled in

obscurity, numerous well established facts prove that it often

either ceases to act, or its effects are so counteracted that locali-

ties which were once infected by remittent and intermittent fevers,

have since become in a great measure free from them. I shall

not trouble this Society by a lengthened detail of cases to prove

a fact so well known by intelligent medical men, but mention one

striking instance furnished by the history of the thriving and

public spirited city whose generous hospitality we now enjoy.

About fifty years ago as a number of its citizens were consulting

about quarantining a vessel from the West Indies, known to have

the yellow fever on board, they were joined by a shrewd, strong

minded old Scotch merchant, then a resident, who, as soon as he

heard the subject of conversation, exclaimed, " let her come, gen-

tlemen, let her come, we can give her as good as she brings"—al-

luding to the bilious remittent then raging—and no one gainsayed

the assertion, although they doubtless had had opportunities of

making the comparison. Formerly a single Thompsonian has been

known to prescribe for four hundred cases of bilious fever during

one season; now with a population more than quadrupled, it can not

be said to occur as an epidemic, while its more dreaded foreign

relation has entirely discontinued its unwelcome visits. The once

dreaded sickly season no longer drives the citizen from his busi-

ness ;
the family from the comforts of home on a health-seeking

pilgrimage to more salubrious climates, and even the ruddy north-

erner and stout upcountryman brave its terrors without alarm,

in full view of the river and its rice fields. May not the real

ca.use which has operated so beneficially here and elsewere be

discovered and found capable of more general application ? And
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is Eot an evil which an hundred fold more than any thing else^

bhghts the prosperity and prevents a rapid increase of the popu-

hition of the most highly favored portion of the Stale ; a region

rich in the elements of production and wealth, worthy the attetion

of a government which proposes to act for the public good ? An
assertion to the contrary can only come from minds far behind the

progress of the age. Let our Legislature then follow the wise

example of the more enlightened and practical governments of

Europe and the Union. And while it is laudably engaged in

facilitating the exchanges of our products and developing the

natural advantages of our State, also adopt means to secure a
largely increased production, by diminishing that evil which des-

troys or renders labor inefficient ; which takes from the poor man
his wealth, and from the rich man his blessing.

This Society, Mr. President, has not been wanting in its duty

in the premises. At its first regular meeting it took steps in accor-

dance \\n\h that article of its Constitution which declares one of

its objects to be " the promotion of such sanitary measures as are

adapted to the relief of suffering humanity, and to preserve the

health and protect the lives of the community." But we re-

commend no hasty or precipitate action
; we urged the adoption

of no untried scheme
;
we only asked for light by causing to be

presented to the Legislature a memorial praying the enactment

of laws, compelling the registration of marriages, births and

deaths, including the causes of deaths. All experience has prov-

ed that wherever these records have been properly kept, and their

results annually compiled and published, the facts deduced from

them have not only shed much light on the causes, nature and

treatment of disease, thereby directly benefitting the whole com-

munity
;
but by showing the difference in the sickness and mor-

tahty in different localities, they have led to the investigation of

the causes of such differences and the practicability of their re-

moval, thus constituting the safest and best basis of sanitary leg-

islation. But the advantages which would be conferred on the

community by a faithful record of these the most important events

of human life, are not confined to the medical profession and san-

itary reform
;

its need has been often felt and deplored by emi-

nent members of the bar, when forced to depend on vague tradi-

tion, or the uncertain memory of the superannuated, in establish-
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iug facts necessary to secure or preserve the just rights of their

chents. For however true the fact might be, many a citizen of

North Carohna could not legally prove that his ancestors were

ever married, or that he was descended from them, although his

succession to an inheritance, justly his own, might fail for the want

of this very evidence. The passage of the proposed laws was

ably advocated by the Chairman of our Committee, the much
lamented Dr. Thomas N. Cameron, then a member of the Senate,

and by other patriotic members in both houses ; but the registra-

tion of marriages was all they could effect, as the enactment of

such laws seemed to have no immediate tendency to increase the

popularity of political aspirants, and would involve a trifling ex-

penditure of the " peoples' money." We arc not surprised at

this result, on the first attempt, but let us hope better things for

the future and never weary in well doing. The example of our

powerful sister States, and the light on these subjects which sci-

ence is diffusing over the civilized world, will evidently react upon

public opinion in North Carolina, cautious and averse to innova-

tion though it be to a fault, and our persevering labors in behalf

of the best interest of humanity be crowned with success. Here-

tofore, Gentlemen, I have feebly but honestly attempted to show

the importance of legislation, with a view to prevent sickness

and to prove the efficiency of well directed measures for that

purpose ; but the duty of the State with regard to the public

health ends not here
;

it is protective as well as preventive in its

character; it includes the adoption of measures calculated to

protect the citizen when sick from unnecessary injury, and to in-

jure his restoration to health if possible. It should shield by the

iexioxs of the law the afflicted sufferer, anxious for rcheffrom any

souiTce,, from the dangerous and often fatal attempts of presump-

tuous ignorance and vuiprincipled quackery ; the one ready to

i'ush in where *' angels fear to tread," the other willing to sacrifice

human life on the altar of mammon, and eager, only through the

powerful agency of mystery and falsehood, to acquire wealth from

its deluded victims. The State, with a proper care for the rights

of property, has provided that no one shall be entrusted with

their defence in courts of justice, until his competency, as well in

jegard to his moral character as his legal acquirement, has been

ascertained by strict examination by her highest judicial tribunal
•
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but with criminal indifference trusts the heaUh and hves of her

citizens in the hands of any one wihing to undertake their pres-

ervation, witliout the shg-htest inquiry into their quahfications to

assume so solemn a responsibility, and places on her statute book

the pretender and the quack, and the educated and conscientious

physician on a footing of perfect equality. Why should this be

so ? Are the interests confided to a County Court lawyer more

important to the community than health and life ? Assuredly

not. And yet the Legislature of North Carolina, if we may
judge from its actions, or rather want of action, thinks so. Nor
is there any thing in the nature of the subjects acted on, the sci-

ences involved, or the circumstances in which the two professions

are practised to make the pubhc better judges of the qualifica-

tions of a legal than those of a medical practitioner—on the con-

trory, much to produce an opposite result. The citizen, as soon

as he attains his majority, claims his share in the government of

his country, and influences by his vote the passage or amendment
of the laws under which he lives, and hears their merits frequent-

ly discussed in the popular assembly. As a magistrate and a

juryman he bears an important part in their administration, and

hears their various points argued by able council and decided by

learned Judges in our Courts of justice, so correctly termed the

best of public schools. There, too, the aspirant for legal practice

must appear before a community thus instructed, and display his

capacity or expose his want of it in the pubhc management of

causes. Is it any wonder that in the legal profession, talent,

learning and industry are sure to gain employment, while stupid-

ity, ignorance and indolence soon fall into the back ground ?

The science of medicine, on the contrary, is a sealed book to the-

people at large ; her precepts and formulae have never been re-

vised, published and distributed at the public expense ; no foren-

sic discussions
;
no gratuitous lectures to instruct and enlighten

the public mind even upon its elementary branches ;
and a knowl-

edge of them can be acquired only by patient and exclusive at-

tention
;
by the long and laborious use of expensive, and to most

persons, very disgusting opportunities. Need we be surprised then

that the distinguished advocate, the learned judge, the timid di-

vine, and the accomplished classical teacher may be and most

commonly are as profoundly ignorant in medical science as the
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most unlettered rustic. He may know the names and effects of

a few of the most commonly used medicines, and he can know

no more. How then can the people generally discriminate be-

tween the impudent pretender and the man who actually possess-

es a knowledge of a science of which they literally know noth-

ing ? In fact tlie community, aware that they are not judges,

seem to have agreed that any man who calls himself a Doctor,

and owns a horse and a pair of medical saddlebags, shall be res-

pected accordingly, without knowing or caring whether or not

he has a diploma, or has attended one course of lectures, or even

read three or four months in some physician's office
;
and if he

can conceal his ignorance by the use of a few technical terms,

and has address enough to become popular, and will resort with-

out scruple to various electioneering tricks, which though low and

dishonorable, are still available, he may acquire practice and a

neighborhood reputation ; while a man of learning and worth,

but of honor and modesty, may languish, neglected and unem-

ployed in his immediate vicinity. It is true that the community

generally {but not always) find out in the long run the difference

between knowledge and ignorance ; between skill and incapacity
;

but there is seldom an opportunity to correct mistakes, as judg-

ment is not suspended by an appeal to a higher Court. How great

is the cost they must often pay for their experience ? How ma-

ny valuable lives may be sacrificed before those who can only

judge by results, and who often have no opportunities of com-

parison, are convinced that the familiar, agreeable man who pro-

fesses to be so superior to his rivals, and surely he ought to know

himself better than they can, is either totally mistaken or has

rashly and criminally assumed a responsibility which he knows

himself incapable of discharging ? Since then the people are so

liable to be deceived in a matter in which a correct decision is

so important to the preservation of their great temporal interests

—

health and life—it is clearly the duty of the Legislature to prevent

such deception by allowing none to practice medicine within her

bounds, without a license obtained from a board of examiners, com-

posed of eminent and disinterested medical men ; and to this general

rule the graduates of many of our Medical Colleges should con-

stitute no exception
;
for the possession of a medical diploma, as

they are too frequently granted latterly, only proves that a man
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has enjoyed certain advantag-es of medical education, not that

he has improved them
;
and while some of the more high toned

Faculties of Medical Colleofes, as they are annually adding to

their means of instruction and improving their manner of impart-

ing it, require a corresponding increase of knowledge in the

graduate ; there are others, to the disgrace of our profession

and country be it said, whose only rule of calculating success in

teaching, seems to be the number of lectures and graduation fees

they receive. Yet the virtues of Brandreth's or Moffat's pills are

not more industriously or immodestly puffed than are the Pro-

fessors and peculiar advantages of Medical Colleges, in annual

announcements published and distributed by their respective Fac-

ulties. Ere long we may expect Almanacks for gratuitous dis-

tribution from the same sources. From these corrupt fountains

flow streams which by no means can be termed the waters' of

life ; tending both to injure the community and degrade the pro-

fession, far more than the undisguised quack and mendacious

nostrum vender. Since if they fail to gain business by not mer-

iting it, they are sure to resort to empyrical and dishonest arts to

acquire it, thereby not only treating their brethren unjustly, but

destroying the confidence of all honorable men in the profession :

nor has the progress of the age in every other species of knowl-
edge (for reasons explained above) at all lessened the gullability

of even the most intelligent, or removed then- apparent eagerness
to swallow the grossest humbugs. How far, for instance, does
the application of the salve to the weapon inflicting the wound,
instead of the wound itself, exceed in absurdity the idea of cu-

ring a painful structural disease by carrying a common buck-eye
in the pocket? The sympathetic powder and the metallic tract-

ors of Perkins, are distanced in extravagance by medical clair-

voyance and spiritual knockings. And the efficiency of the

Royal Touch in curing Scrofula and other diseases, as practised

by the monarchy of England prior to the reign of George the

1st, has passed with other sovereign powers, greatly extended,
into the hands of some of the most ignorant of our people, under
the name of " faith doctors." And many a man who would feel

deeply insulted were you to propose to him to send his watch to

the blacksmith's shop to be repaired, will unhesitatingly commit
his own more complicated and delicate organism to the hands of

13
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a blimdering prelcuder, whose ignorance of ile nalure and ope-

rations is far greater, and whose mistakes may never be repaired.

The community most clearly needs the assistance of a govern-

ment in this important matter. Nor will it, to candid and fair

mindSj be an objection to the legislation recommended, that while

it would directly benefit the whole people, it would also indirect,

ly benefit educated physicians. " By no class of men have so

many great and various blessings been conferred on mankind
;

no class of men daily perform so great an amount of unrequitted

labor. To them the world owes the present salubrity of many

districts, through detections of causes which formerly rendered

them dens of pestilence ; to them they must give the glory of

having stricken off the chain of the maniac, and converted the

receptacles of the insane from howling pandemoniums, into well

ordered families, where smiling hope unlocks the door of health

;

to them they must ascribe the almost complete extinction of scur-

vy from land and sea ; to them, that wonderful discovery which

has reduced the annual numbers of the victims of small pox%

from thousands to tens, and which, if perseveringly applied,

would exterminate the malady throughout the world, as it has

already done in some localities. To naught, in fine, but medi-

cine, lending her aid to legislation, can it be attributed that the

proportion of deaths to births has been constantly declining, and

that in some places, during the last century and a half, the ave-

rage ratio of human life has more than doubled. If more than

two thousand years ago the Greek poet celebrated the art of

Physic, as the first and greatest gift of Prometheus to mankind,

how much better reason have we to exalt its worth, which, since

the time of iEsculapius, has staid so many plagues? has conquer-

ed so many maladies, and has ever been the inseparable handmaid

of civilization, in ai^suaging the painu and prolonging the life of










